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DISCLAIMER
)

The project titled Competency Based Curriculum in Two Agribusiness Types,
DAVTE funding agreement number R33-30rX-0442-102, was developed pursuant to a
funding agreement with the Illinois State Board of Education/Department of
Adult, Vocationaj and Technical Education/Research and. Development Section,
100 North First 'Street, Springfield, Illinois 62777.-_Opinions expressed in
this final report do not reflect, nor, should they be.construed as, policy or
opinion of the Ill4nois State Board of Education or its staff.
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iOMMARY

-The National AdvisorY Colincil on Vocational Education has'encouraged thg=
establishment of programs in.new career areas specifically naming areas of
agriculture as priorities.

In Illinoii agriculture is a large dpd growing industr:y. Statewide,
employment in agricultural busineises is increasing. AgricultUral businesses
are employing an increasing number of workers fn expandi,g-variety of
businqs aredspecializatiops and job titles.: Vocational agribusiness educa=
tion,is tn a formative stage.- While'several Vocational agribusiness classes
are operative, most Illinois schools offer these as wplementary to the
traditional prOaqction agriculture program. This project is. developing field
centered, competency based teaching materials which arg designed to support
new and emerging vocational agribusiness programs. One part of this project
inserviced 42 Illinois vocational horticulture tdachers. These teachers used
Competency based procedures as the basis foe determining 16cal teaching
activities. The teachers' experiences provided a test situation for use of a ,

- self=instruction'guide for developing competency based curriculum. This guide'-
,

is Attached as Appendix E.

The second work area of the project was initiating competency 6ased
curr'iculum to prepare youth for meat processing and grain elevator occupitions.
Thel)roject staff developed lists of tasks,for these occupations and validated
them with 36 industry tnterviews. The validated list was used to prepare a
bull-etin titled "Agricirltural-Job Opportunities in Illinois Meat Processing

x-and Grain Handling Industries.
abhp

4
4

With the researck:results of his project and the Previous phase, voca-
tional agriculture educators can with reasdn and rationale., move toward the .

development of competency based teaching materials with a proven processond
in4a proven style.

a
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2. A nationai review of teachfng materials in the target agribusiness areas

3. Inset:Vice training and development of a self-instruction competency based

.ukrrkulumguideforfllinoishorticultureteachers
,\

PROCEDURES OF ',IMPLEMENTATION:

- identify Illinois.target agribusinesses
- select business sites for validation interviews in counties with concen-

. trations of each of the two target agribusiness areas
- first advisory committee Meeting_
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- conduct national search for teaching materials already developed for the
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-
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CHAPTER I

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

.In recent years vocational agriculture curriculum development has *come

More systematic. The use of task analysis'as the basis for teaching

materials has develolled an emphasis n competency based vocational Oducati-on

(C8VE). In agriculture, McC1,ay (1978) has producea national guidelines forl\\

C8VE. As the moVe to competency,based education continues, it is.important

, .

that the process used to determine which competency to teach provides val4d

information. Past studies by Legacy and Eynnett (1978) and:Legacy and

McCarter (1980) deternined thitt industry interviews provided valid task

analysis information. ,The two agribusiness types selected fOr industry task

analysis were meat processors and grain elevators. In addition to/completing

a task analysis interyiews, the project provided,inslervice education to
N.

Illinois vocational horticulture teachers. Thg inservice education provided

horticulture teachers with locally developed competency ba$ed teaching

materials, Teachers-interviewed industry, and.developed teaching materials

Abased on beginning worker tasks.

s

Completion' of Meat Processing Task Anilysis

A list of 144 tasks was identified for the Illinois meat processing

inilustry. The industry was categorized intb two types--those that process

and operate a kill floor and thoselwtich process, without Operating a kill

floor. Meat processors were sampled by type frbm' geographic regions and

iritervieWed. :Me, results of 20 interviews determined 54 tasks in eight

majOF work ctegories were typically performed blethebeginning worker.

)

I , 1 0
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Complation-of Grain Elevator Task Analysis
v .

A list .of 127 btsks was identified for the grain elevator industry

in'Illinois. Illinois grain elevators were categorized into three tyPes--by

'oze--sampled by geographic regions And interviewed. The results of

interviews-determined 24 tasks in six major work categories were typically

performed by beginning workers.

Competendy Bcied Inservice for Horticulture teachers

A list of 206 Illinois horticulture teachers was compiled. Teacher

interest in a competency based workshop was greater than the project goal

of 15) teachers. One hundred and two teachers indicated interest. After

five series of three meeting workshops, 42 vocational horticulture teachers

had written locally directed competency based teathing materials for their

classes. Presently these materials are being prepared for testing by other

'teachers and dissemination in and beyond the Seate. A sample completed set

of teacher developed material is attached as Appendix F. A brief description

of each teacher developed unit is included and found on pages 59-60 of

this report. -'

National Search for Meat Processing and Grain flevator Curriculum

RelluestS to state education agencies, curriculum materials services

both private and publfc resulted in a wide variety of educational materials
\

on these topics. Although none of the materials were determined to be

developid via the task analysis competency based process severa4 instruc-

tional packages are being purchased by employees and employerspas training

guides. The materiala located should provide an excellent source of ideas

for determining an appropriate strategy for introducing meat processing and

gra.in,elevator occupation material to Illinois student'i.



CHAPTER II'

MAjOR ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS

Introduction

ompletion of, the .197D-1979 ag occupations project provided the basis

forethe activities of thit project. The two agribusiness types studied

were selected from the agrietltural matrix.of the previous project. The

horticulture intervisce activities were based upon successful procedures

used in the retail florist curriculum development of the previous project.

,The purpose of this chapter is to,document the procedures used fn complet

the task analysis of meat processing and grain elevator businesses and

steps followed while conducting the horticulture inservice program.
.7%

Plannin9,Using a Functional Schematic

A functional schematic was uSed to plot the necessary activities of the
fir

project. This technique was most helpful in anttcipating.project needS and

in assigning responsibilities to individual staff members. The schematicA

,used during the project is presented s Figure 1.

.Task Analysis Procedures and Results--MeatirProcessing

The meat processing business in the United States is one of America's

biggest dollar volume industries. In 1976 reported sales exceeded 38 b41-

lion dollars 'from an estimated production of 39 billion pounds of meat.

: Op January 1, 1978 the catile population for all breeds was'placed at 116.2

pilljon head (Levie, 1979).

12
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At one time, farmers did their own butchering, smoking ahd curing of

the meat that would be consumed by the family. If time 'and-labor permitted,

the farm may have butchereasemore anjmals to be prepared and' sold to the

general store, where it was made available to the town people. Most sold

meat was smoked and cured or dried foe preservation purposes at this period.

As farm size increased and livestock producers began to specialize,

slaughter houses in major towns began to flourish where vast numbers of

meat animals were killed and packaged for sa/e.

When smaller towns beg'an to form, small slaughter houses, called butcher

shops, began to arise in an attempt to bring fresh mdat closer to the cus-

tomer. When they became established, many butchers branched out to include

sausagt, bacon and other processed 4ats in the business. Today here are

several types of meat processing businesses. They can be .lOosely sorted

into the following categories:

1. slaughter house
2. branch house
3. breaker
4. boner
5. processor
6. retail butcher
7. locker plant
8. hotel supply house

These eight categories make up the general distribution channels for the

meat industry. A flow chart of the distribution channers is shown in Figure 2.

An explanation of each category can be found in the definition section.

All eight of.the categories of meat processing businesses require

. specialized workers skilled in the art of. meat cutting and processing.

Skilled workers are-in short supply for themeat processing business at the

present time.

15
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Statement of the Problem

Mahy universities and colleges offer four-year programs in the

. scientific and practical phases of the meat production industry. In

some states, but unfortunately)not in Illinois, there are trade schools

which offer short training programs in meat preparation. These are

often costly and unavailable for many people.

In the meat processinOndustry in Illinois there are certain

competencies required for beginning and advanced level employees_

At present, these competenc&es are being taught in the industry on

the job. 4,

Purpose of the Study" 1

The purpose of this project was to identify beginning and advanced

meat processing,cOmpetencies. Secondly, to determine the 'lost appro-

priate educational'setting for teaching meat processing coMpetincies.

1

Research Questions

,.
I. What agencies are involved in the meat processing

. ,

business?

2. How many meat procetiors are there in the state of Illinois

that are state inspected?.

3. What tasks are performed in a meat buSiness and how often

are they done?

What do meat processors want beginning workers and advanced

workers to know?
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1

Significance of the Problem
4

.With the large number of meat.businesses in Illinois and the lack of

available training prior to on-the-job experfence, the meat'industry suffers

from a shortage Of.competentiworkers. It niust be etermined what should be

taught to potential workers of this industry and in what setting this

learning,should take place. Once these factors have been identified and

defined:secondary and liost-secondary sthools may utilize the competenties

to establish technical, vocational or cooperative.training programs. In

this way mekt processing businesses are offered a source of competent

employees while 'students are'educated and introduced into the job market

through'supervied occupational experience or cooperative education programs.

Limitations

The study wis limited to 10 primary processors and 10 secondary pro-

. cessors that are inspec4p6 by state meat inspectors of Minois. Two

processors in each category were randpml,i chosen from each of the five

geographic regions of Illinois. The counties in each of the regions are:

'Regton Carroll, Jo Damiess, Stephenson, Winnebago, Boone,

McHenry, Lake, Ogle, DeKalb, Kane,. Cook, PuPage, Lee, Bureau, Putnam,

LaSalle, Kendall; Grundy, and Wilt.

Region 2: Whiteside, Rock Island, Henry, Mercer, Henderson, .

Warren, Knox; S.tark, Marshall, Peoria, Woodford, Tazewell, Fulton,

.

McDonough, Adams, Hancock, and Schuyler.

Region 3: Kankakee, LIvingston,Aroquois, Ford, McLean, Vermilion,

Champaign, PiAt, DeWitt, Logan, Macon4 Edgar DougTas, Coles, Moultrie,

Christian, Shel*, Clark, Cumberland, Effingham, %las*, and Crarird.

18
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Region 4: ,Mason, Cass, Menard, Sangamon, Morgan, Brown, Pike,

,Scott, Bond, Calhoun, Greene, Macoupin, Jersey, Madison,.Fayette,.and ,

Montgomery.

Region 5: ,Monroe, St. Clair, Clinton, Marion, day, RIlthland,

4.

Lawrence, Wabash, fdwards, Wayne, Jefferson, Washington, Randolph, Perry:

Franklin, Hamilton, White, Gallatin, Saliie, Williamson: Jackson, Union,

Johnson, Pope, Hardin, MassAc, Pulaski, and Alexander.

The basic qualification for the list of meat processors developed by

the advisory committee wAs that all meat processors who would be in'tervIewed

should be progressive operators. A progressive operator was defined aS onea

who moves forward with new and innovative ideas, accepting or creating changes

and promoiing new ideas and products for the benefit of the industry.

Definition of Terms

Branch House: A packer operated sales organization remote frqm the

slaughter house but close to the point of distribution.

Usually a full line of products is offered:

Breaker: A 4n-slaughterer who buys beef carcasses and break4 them

into primal cuts.

Boner: A non-slaughterer who buys beef, veal, or some pork cuts for

boning and possible processing. Some boning is conducted at
;

almost every level of distribution.

Processor: There is a wide vari,sty of processors:

a. Canners

b. drers

c. Smkers

d. Sausage makers

e. Prepared foods

f. Steak makers

1 9
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A non-slaughterer who may specialize in one of the above areas

or run a diversified -operation encompassing more than one area.

Packing House: A complex business organization engaged in fhe

slaughtering and marketing of meat, and the manufacture and

distribution of multiple by-products.

Livestock: All farm-raised meat,animals and poultry.

Slaughter House: A place where animali are butchered for food.

Wholesale Cuts: The seven basiC cuts of meat generally indicating

their location; chuck, sirloin, rib, round, plate, flank, .

short loin.

Retail Cuts: The cuts of meat that are available to th'e customer.'

Sides: One half of a carcass consisting of one forequarter and

one hindquarter.

Forequarter: All of the anterior Ortion of the side after the

severence frdln the one rib hindquarter.

Hindquarter:, All of the posterior portion of the beef side

remaining after severence from the 12-rib fore4uarter.-

11Meat Processing: All processes utilized in altering fresh meat

including curing, smoking, canning, cooking, freezing, dehy-

dra'tion, production of intermediate-moisture productg, the

use. of certain additives sUch as chemicals And enzymes and

the c ting, grinding, and packaging of fresh meat.

Meat Processors: All those establishments that are involved in

the procesiing of meats.

a. primary processor:. Establishments that are involved in

the processing of meat in many phases from slaughter

to sales.

20
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b, secondary processor: Meat departments 4n grocery stores

and.other places wheri only wholesale and retail-

cuts dre handled-for sale to the consumer:

Life Role: A group of like activities which are perYormed to

satisfy an individual need or resporisibility.

Task: the smallest unit of activity within a role.

Review of Meat Processing Curriculum Materials arid Studies

A number of books haveteen written on meat production:meat science,

livestock growth' and the meat industry. The majority of these books are .

used in four-year institution meat programs or technical schools and are too

technical to lend themselves useful to an introductory study of meat pro-

cessing.

A list of,meat industry tasks wasdeveloped'by utilizing the combined

resources of related literature, the.advisory committee, progressive meat

business representarives chosen for interview purposes to,validati the task

list, and the Educational Resources Information Ceriter (ERIC). The National

Ag Occupations Competenc Study (1978) was a useful source of seve,a1 iden-

tified and validated:cOmpetencies in the meat processing business: Addi-

tional tasks were added.from the suggesttons of the committee or progressive

meat processing business representatives of Illinois and the Illinois Meat

Extension Specialist.

AP

4A committee composed of one faculty member from the Department of

Animal Industries and one faculty memlier from the Department of Agricultueal

Educatiiin and Mechanization, both of the SChoól of AgrIculture, Southern

Illinois University it Carbondale; four representatives of the meat pro-
eo

cessing business, and one Meat Extension Specialist from the University of

Illtnois, reviewed the original tatk list. Members currently involved in
4

the meat processing businetss acted as oujde oinfOrmation sources to fill
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out the comm4tee. The committee names are listed im an earlier section

of this report.

The Interview.Form. The finikt taSk-list consisting of 144 taSks was

divided into eight major ateai of the meat processing industry: kill

floor, cutters, boners, curing, wrapptng and packaging, sales, sanitation,

and management/bookkeeping.

During the personal interview, two sets of data were to be gathered for

each task.

1. estimation of importance Of each task by identification of employee
who performs the task

2. estimation Of the frequency of occurrence for each task performed

In identifying the level of importance for each task, the following

classifications were used:

1. performed by beginning employees

a. performed by advanced employees

3. performed by manager

'4: performed by owner

5. performed by manager/owner

If a job,was done by all employees it was assigned to the beginning worker

class. By using this method of classification the person who regularly

does the job was identified.

Determining the frequency of occurrence for each task was accomplished

by using.the following classifications:

I. performed daily

, 2. performed weekly

3. performed monthly

4. performed yearly

5. other (seasonal application on11)))
6*ew
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In.using this manner to.classify tasks, those being interviewed, were not

ladened with trying to estimate,the exact amount of time involved with

completing each task.

An introductory page was added to the questionnaire 6,obtain some

general informationon the busiAss to be interviewed. Name, address and

phone number of the tusiness, number of employees in each area, number.of

new employees in the Oast year in each area, and ple range of salaries paid

to employees were the questions that wer'e included on the introductory sheet, .

Pre-testing the Iqteryiew Form

During the constructiop of the task list the idvisory committee

reviewed various phases of development of the list. Tasks were added Ad

deleted until a finai draft of the complete task list was attained. The

completed-list was presented to the committee for a pre-test of,the instru-

'ment ana their approval. The task analysis questionn ire was then Pre-tested

by personal interview method with a manager-owner of a rimary meat processing

business. The pre-test was conducted to determine the following:

1. completeness of the task list

2. length of time needed to complete the questionnaire

3. problems that may arise in using the questionnaire
4111

4. terminology was in keeping 'with that currently, used'in the industry

Following recommendations of the advisory committee, the woraing of some

tasks was changed. The.task list was then.found to be complete and easily

understood when utilized in conjunction with the personal,interview method.

Identificatibn of Geographic Areas

Upon conferring with the State of Illinois Department of Agriculture,

Division of Aeat, Poultry and Livestock Inspection, the decision was made

2.3
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to include only meat pCDrocessors inspected by the Illinois Department of

Agriculture.in the primary division and only #ocer/stores :In the secon-
,

dary division of the meat Oocessing industrY. A eotal of 20 meat.procesSors

was to be .interviewed. Ten businesses involved in the primary processing,

operations and 10 involved in the functions of the secondary processor

would.be used.

The state was divided-into five sections using the Illinois Association'

of Meat Processors arid State Department of Agriculture Meat Inspection

Regions map. Two primary and two secondaty -processors were selected from

each regfon based on suggestions from the advisory committee. The counties

tncluded in the selection were:

RegiOn I - Stephenson and Winnebago

Rigion II - Macon Peoria and Tazewell

Region III - Champaign and Vermillion

Region IV - Cass and Sangamon

Region V - JaCkson and St. Clair

Selection of Meat Processors to be Interviewed

The primary meat processors were selected,from the May 1979 list of

meat processors registered and inspected by the State Department of Agri-

culture. At that time 483 meat processoi's were registered fir inspection

by the state. This list provided the name, address, and phone number of the

business. It also classified the type of operations each business was

involved with. Only those classified as Slaughterers and proceSsors were

'considered for selection. This was to provide the broad range of tasks per-

formed in many specialized areat as well as the more generalized Primary

meat processing industry.
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The secondary meat processors were chosen 1..ndomly from grocery 5tores

in each region by the advisory board and the researcher. The only require-

ment was that at least three persons were employed in the meat-department

of the grocery siore.

After selecting the meat processors, telephone calls were made to

introduce the researcher.and the project and to secure interview appointments

with the.manager or owner of,each business. Once the interview times were

established, letters of confirmation were sent to each meat processor t(0)e

visited.

Conducting the Interviews

The interviews were completed in approximately one month. Each inter-

view lasted 15 minutes to one hour. The ma'jortty of respondents preferred

, to read and respond to the questionnaire themselves or have the interviewer

mark the list as comments were being made. The most efficient method seemed

to be when the respondent and the interviewer read and marked the question-

naire togetherc-discussing and clarifying tasks when necessary 'throughout

the questionnaire. Most processors were eager to have the interviewer tour

the business
t).

Result's of theAnterviews

This part of the report will be 'di-vided into two sections. Section.ond

reports the information obtainedQfrom personal interviews with primary meat

processors. Section two deals with the results of the interviews with

secondary meat processors.

Primary processor results. The primary meat processors are regulated

-by the State of Illinois Department of Agriculture, Division of Meat, Poultry
-4L

25



and Livestock Inspection for intrastate sale of meat product's. They have

no training programs per se. Each processor trains a beginHing worker

-
according to the specific needs of the business, but-all beginning workers

must learn a common core of tasli§. The Amalgamated Meat Cutters and
0

Butcher,Workmen of North America have an apprenticeship program for the

;union. A worker is an apprenticemeat cutter or butcher for thi-ee years
,

tr.

and advances to full meat cutter or butcher status. The task analysis of

the primary'meat processor revealed the common core of tpsks that were
cr.

required of beginning workers. Table I shows the information gathered for

this divisibn.

Secondary processor results. The secondary processing industry, the -

,grotery store meat department, was chosen to represent a large area of a

specialty processor. Their products must also be inspected by the,State

of Illinois Department of Agriculture, Division of Meat, Poultry and Live-

stock Inspection. Each grocer company has its own apprenticeship program.

that is completed by the beginning worker'. Completion of this progrim is

accomplished in approximately one year. This is a company program and can

not' be substituted for the three-year Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Sutcher

Workmen of North America apprenticeship program in the union. The combined

information of personal interviews and review of grocer apprenticeship pro-,

grams revealed a larger, more diverse core of beginner tasks. Table II

lists the information gathered from the secondary meat processors.
%

sprganizing Task Data for Curriculum Development

In order to deVelop a curriculum that would be based on tasks that are

most frequently done by entry level employees, the task statements had to',

be ranked by importance. The task statements far kill floor, cutters,
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boners, curing, wrapping and packaging, sales, sanitation, and management/

bookkeeping employees were ranked as:

1. essential tasks

2. important tasks

-3. useful tasks.

4. tasks which a beginner doesn't need to\know-----
40l

Tasks were classified as essential if 8 to 10 of the processors inter-
;

viewed in each division classified the task as a beginning taskt

A task identified as being done by beginners by 5 to 7 of the 10 pro-

cessors interviewed was considered as an important task. A task also had
ft

.to be performed datily by 50 percent of the meat businesses interviewed to

be classiffed as important.

Useful tasks were tttose identified by 3 to 4 of the processgrs as a

beginning task and performed at least weekly by 50 percent of the. meat

.406
businesses interviewed.

Tasks listed for beginners by 0 to 2 processors or done less than weekly

in 50 percent or more of the businesses were classified as tasks which a

begihner does nOt need to know.

The following-tables report the rank Of task importance as established

through the evaluation of material and information gathered in the interviews.
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TABLE I

RANK OF TASK IMPORTANCE

Primary Processors

KILL FLOOR

Essential Tasks

_Wair protective clotbing-
Observe safety precautions
Use proper equipment
Maintain equipment and work area .

Important Tasks

Place in cooler (hogs and cattle)

Useful Tasks

Run animal into chute
Split, wash and tag carcass (hogs)

Tasks Which a Beginner DOesn't Need to Know

Cattle:

Remove forefeet
Hang carcass

'Open hide'down midline and remove
Trim carcass
Open abdominal cavity
Remove paunch, liver, intestines, spleen and stOmach
Cut diaphramland remem pluck
Remove-head, tail and hind feet
Split, wash and tag carca'ss.
Weigh animal
Immobilize animal
'Bleed animal

Hogs:

g,

Put hog in scalding vat and then in deheirer to debair/skin hog
Remove viscera, toenails and dew6laws )

Hang carcass and remove remaining hair by shaving

)

Essential Tasks

CUTTERS

Maintain knives and all Utensils and good sanitation
.Obseeve all safety precautions

Refrigerate and srtetre meats
24i
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Important Tasks

Identify primal cuts

Useful Tasks

Trim cuts of beef

Tasks Which a Beginner Doesn't Need to Know

Beef Cutf

Ribs
Short loin
Sirloin
Chuck
Brisket'
Plate
Flank

Round
Fore and hind shank
Pull tenderloin

Pork Cut:

Pork loin
Fresh ham
Bacon
Shoulder
Fat back
Jowl

BONERS

Essentikl Tasks

Use proper samitation methods
Clean Work area
Maintain.safety precautions
-Grind meat coarsely

Important Tasks

Maintain equipment ,

Bone all meat for hamburger and sausage
Trim fat from meat 1

'

Cube meat for grinding

Tasks Which a Beginner Doesn't Need to Know

Clean heads
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8".

Essential Tasks"'

4

CURING CREWS

Clean machines, knives, tools, and work area

Important Tasks

Lard rendering:

Collect fat
Grind fat
Olace in rendering kettle and set temperature
Remove, strain and place in containers (rendered lard)
Remove cracklings and clean kettle

Curing and smoking dhcons and hams:

Unload smoke house
Hang and place in coolers

Sausage:

Grind beef and pork

Useful Tasks
4

Curing and smoking bacons and hams:

Weigh hams
Separate grades of hams and bacons--remove stockinettes

Sausage:

Place in cutter or chopper
Hang sausage and place in Smoke house
Hang sausage to dry
Place sausage in cooler'
Clean grinder, chopper, stuffer, work area and tools

Tasks Which a Beginner Doesn't Need to Know

Curing and smoking bacon and hams:

.111

1

'4 Trim bacon and hams
Bone, shape and trim internal fat ftom hams
Tie hams and stuff in casings or cryovac
Pump meat with cure or feed cure machine
:heck meat for proper injection
Set smoke house schedule, hang hams, insert combs in bacon andput

in smoke house *
Take internal temperature
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Sausage:

Add salt, dextrose and seasoning
Add pork trim afia remaining moisture and mix
Transfer to the stuffer
Stuff sausage casing
Set schedule in smoke house
Shut down smoke house and apply steam
Shut off steam and apply cold shower

WRAPPING AND PACKAGING

Impoeiint Tasks

Grind hamburger
Patty hamburger for freezing
Wrap meats

f Identify meat packages
Fill meat order

Useful Tasks

Slice bacons and hams

'""

SALES
(Wholesale and 'retail)

Essential Tasks

Clean saws, slicers,escales, blocks and showcase
Xeep retail area-neat and clean

Important Tasks

Package and freeze meat orders
Be cordial to customers

1P
Useful Tasks

Identify packaged meets
Identify customer's filled order.
Notify custdMer of finished order
File-order
Keep in touch with customers regularly
Work cash register'
Take and fill meat orders

%sks Which a Beginner Doesn't Need to Know

Take meat orders
Supervise filling of meat orders

.' Order extra meat needed
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Supervise livestock buying
Arrange transport of livestock
Arrange meat in showcase and keep4t stocked
Slice bacon, lunchmeat and ham
Slice loins, roasts, butts and ribs
Crack ribs
Know meat prices

(

Essential Tasks

Clean:

Slicers
Saws
Knives
Pans
Grinders
Stuffers
Pattying machine

bles

ensils
oors

Work area
Kill floor equipment
Sausage equipment -IC

Pat rendering equipment I
. Smoke house

Racks, combs and rods
Coolers
Showcase

SANITATION

MANAGEMENT/BOOKKEEPING

Tasks Which a Beginner Doesn't NeercKnow
/

Employee payroll
Employee relations
Tax work
Keep debit/ciedit books-

-Banking arrangements
Laundry service arrangements
Order supplies
Maintain sanitation levels
Order meats

Supervise, livestock buying and transpoitation
Schedule processing and meat orders
Maintain customer file and correspondence.
Rendering service arrangements for waste*products
$40ervise' various areas ancrworkers
Order splcei, casings and various'containers
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RANK OF TASK IMPORTANCE

Secondary Processors

CUTTERS

Essential Tasks
.

Maintain knives and equiginent
Observe all safety precautions

Important Tasks

Identify primal cuts
Refrigerate and store meats

Beef breaking/cut:-

Ribs
Short loin
Sirloin
Chuck
Brisket
Plate
Flank
Round
Fore and hind shank
Pull tenderloin
Trim cuts of beef

Pork breaking/cut:

Nark loin
Fresh hams
Bacon
Shoulder
Fat back
Jowl

AK
A

BONERS

kssential Tasks

Trim fat from meat
Cube meat for grinding
Maintain safety precautions
Cleefl work.area

lise proper sanitation methods
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Important Tasks

BonAll. meat for hamburger and sausage
.(irind meat coarsely
Maintain equipment

Useful Tasks

Clean heads

Important Tasks

WRAPPING AND PACKAGING

Slice baton and hams
Grind hamburger
Patty hamburger or package for freezing
Wrap meats
Identify meat packars

Useful Tasks

Fill meat drders

Essential Tasks

Clean:

Slicers
Saws
Knives
Pans

Grinders
Stuffers
Pattying machirie
Tables
All utensils
Eloor
Work area
Sausage equipment
Coolers
Showcase

"V

SANITATION)

34

t
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SALES

Essential Tasks

Be cordial to customers

Clean'saws, slicers, scales, blocks and showcase
Keep retail area neat and clean
Identify packaged meats
Slice bacon, lunchmeat and ham

Important Tasks

Take meat orders
Package and freeze meat orders
Identify customer's filled,order

, Notify customer of finished order
17 Keep in touch with customers regularly

Arrange meat in showcase and keep it stocked
Slice loins, butts, roasts and ribs
Crack ribs
Know meat prices
Take and fill meat orders

Useful Tasks

Fill order

%tics Which a Beginner Doein't Need to Know

Order extra meat needed

MANAGEMENT/BOOKKEEPING

Important Tasks

-Maintain sanitation levels

Tasks Which a Beginner Doesn't Need to Know

Rendering service arrangements for waste pi.oducts
Order meats
Employee relationt

_ . .

Ala

1
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The results-of the meat processing purposive study Obint out that

entrylevel employees should be knowledgeable of basic skills in all areas

of meat processing except manigementand bookkeeping. The areas of safety,

sanitati nd proper care of tools were shown by botOprimary and secon-

d y establishme be areas of concern. The importance of these

uties should be stressed in any training program. Secondary processors

peit and demand more from beginning workers than primary processors.

The __ctual tasks of meat preparation are entered into at an eArlier time

in the secondary processor training program than that of the primary processor.

Presently, vocational curriculum or Illinois high schools is not
d.

inclusive of the meat.processing industry. Ihere are no vocational schools

or technical institutions in Illinois that-offer a program in meat cutting

or processing. jhe area\is open to development and implementation in the

vocational programs

1

Task Analysis Procedures and Results--
Grain Elevators

Introduction

One important sector ofthe agribusiness industry is the grain elevator

industry: Farmers in the United States are producing more bushels of grain

than at any other time in history. As can be evidenced by just a few

examples from Crop Production, 1979 Annual Summary, the record 2.27 billion

bushel (61.7 million metric tons) soybean crop of 1979 was 21 percent

larger than.the previous record of 1.87 billion bushels (50.9 million

--metric tons) produced in 1978. Production of corn for grain established a

new record for the fifth consecutive year. Production of corn for grain in

1979 was a record 7.76 billion bushels (197 million metric tons), an

36 9
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increase of 19 percent above the 1978 wheat crop of 1.80 billion bushels

(48.9 million metric tons).

The grain elevator industry is the marketing channel that farmers must

rely on to market their record grain harvests. Any grain not fed to live-

stock must be routed through the marketing channels of the grain .elevator

industry.

The importance of cash grains in Illinois can be illustrated by the

fact that Illinois is a leading grain producing and processfng state. A

major source of farm income in Illinois is from the sale ofArains.

Statement of Problem

Since there are certain competencies required of entry level and

advanced level employees in the grain elevator industry in Illinois, and

there exists a shortage of competent workerS, the problem is to determine

what should be taught to potential workers of this'industry.
.

Research Questions

1. 'What competencies are required of the entry level, employee in the
grain elevator industry in Illinois?

What competenctes are required of the advanced level employee-in
the grain elevator industry in Illinois?

3. What competencies are required of the management level employee in
the grain elevator industry in" Illinois?

4. What types of grain elevators exist in Illinois?

5, What is the present mtans of trainN workers for the grain elevator
industry in'Illinois?

Significance of Problem -- ///

The identification and valiAtion of competencies needed by entry level

and advanced level employees in the grain elevator industry in.Illinois is

110

37
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useful to.secondary and post-secondary schools in Illinois. Schools may

utilize these competencies to establish technical or vocational training

programs to supply the grain elevator industry in the state of Illinois

with a source of competent employees. The acquisition of competent entry

level and advanced level employees in this industry is presenily a severe

problem (Hoeman, 1980). These competencies would also be useful to teachers

in placing students in supervised occupational experience programs or cooper-

ative occupational education programs when utilizing the grain elevator

industry in Illinois as training stations. This information would aid

teacher education departments to up-date their curricula for preparing

teachers and in preparing competency examinations for prospective teachers

of agricultural occupations.

LimitatOons

1. This study considers only the grain elevator industry in the state
of Illinois and grain elevators that are classified below the ter-
minal elevator leyel, known as country elevators. However,the
findings of this %tudy.may be extrapolated for grain elevators found
throughout the middle United States.

nr

2. Grain elevators were classified by size according to individual
grain elevator bushel capacity.

3. Competencies for entry level and advanced level employees were
validated by managerial level employees.

4. No research has been done to determine if a curriculum based on
the competencies found by this study will provia^competept workers.

,45. Sixteen randomly sampled country grain elevators were chtsen as a
repi-esentative sample of the entire country grain elevator industry.

Definition of Terms

The following operational definitions were used fOr this study:

3S
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Grain Elevator: Specifically those categorized below the terminal elevator.
Commonly referred Ito a; a country elevator-and as listed by the Grain
and Feed Associatitn of Illinois, 1979-80 designated by the inipals
G.E. in the Annual Directory.

.

Entry Level Employee: An employee usually, but not limited to, who has
less than one full year experience on the job; requires cloe super-
vision

Advanced Level Employee: An employee usually, but not limited to, having
at least more than one full year of on-the-job experience; requires
little supervision.

Multiple Elevator: A grain elevator that transacts business and/or stores
grains at mote than one location, but still under the control of a
parent office.

Single Elevator: A grain elevator that transects business and/or stores
-grains at only ope location under the control of a parent office at
the same'location.

Large Grain Elevator: A grain elevator with more than 1,000,000ibushel
total storage-capacity.

Medium Gtain Elevator: A4grain elevator with at least 100,000 but less
than 1,000,000 bushel total storage capacity.

Small Grain Elevator: A grain elevator with less ihan 100,000 bushel total
storage capacity.

Terminal Elevator: A grain elevator normally located at major railroad
-,centers of the midwest. They provide a-cash market for grain consign-
ments made by country and subterminal elevators, agents, dealers, and
brokers (Wills, 1972).

Review of Grain Elevator Curriculum Materials

An extensive search was made to locate related studies Concerned with
4P

developing worker competenCies in agricultural occupations. Many studies

were found that had determined a common core of competencies .that were

needed by workers throughout most sectors of the agribusiness industry, but

none that dealt with the technical competencies required of country grain

elevator workers.
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Developing the Task List and Interview Form

The task list used in tnis study was compiled'by using several

different sources. The United States Department of Labor's Dictionary of

Occupational Titles (1977), A Model for Task Anal sis in A ribuSiness (1971,',

and consultation of an advisory committee.

A total of 127 tasks was divided into six major areas of the country

grain elevator industry: Production, Office, Sales, Safety, Management,

and Maintenance.

By presenting each task at the interview two sets .of data were to be

gathered:

1. estimation of frequency of occurrence of eich task performed, and

2. importance of each task determined by identifying the person who
normally performs the task

In determining the frequency of occurrence of each task, the following

classifications were used:

1. performed daily

2. performed weekly

3. performed monthly

4. performed yearly

5. other iseasonal application only)

By classifying tasks jn this manner,'those being interviewed were not bur-

dened,with'trying to estimate the exact'amount of time involved with each
L I

task, such as hours per day.

In defining the importance level ickf each task, the following classifi-

cations were used:

4 0
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1. performed by beginning employees

2. performed by advanced employees

3. performed by manager

4. performed by owner

. 5. performed by manager/owner

By using this classification, the person who normally performs the task was

. identified.

An introductory page was added to the questionnaire to obtain some

general information on the business to be interviewed. The introdUctory

page of the questionnaire included name, address, and phone number of busi-

ness, number of employees in each area,,Rumber of new employees in the, past

year in each area, and the range of salaries paid to employees in each area.

Pre-Testing the Interview Form

,The talk analysis questionnaire was pre-tested by allowing the manager

e'
of a medium size grain elevator to review it and by pr9senting the interview

form to the advisory committee for their recommendations.

Selection of Grain Elevators to be Interviewed

Upon recommendation off advisory committee 16 grain elevators mere

selected to be interviewed. The state of Illinois was divided into four,

regions; four elevators were selected from each region. The countieS included

in the random selection were:

Region I: Boone, Lee, Henry, and Rock Island

Region II: Stark, Logan, ,and Morgan

Region IiI: Effingham, Crawford, Piatt, and Shelby.

Region IV: . Williamson and Washingten

11
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The country grain elevators were selectively chosen from the-1'67671977

Annuai-Directory of the Grain and Feed Association of Illinois. OnlAthose

elevators which were listed with the.abbreviation G.E. (grain elevator) were

considered for selection. The use of country grain elevators that are mem-
.

4
bers of the Grain and Feed Association of Illinois insured the .selection of

reputable business Obople. The committee was used to select elevators in-
the randomly chosen regions,. The committee was asked to select a represen-

tative and cooperative business.

iter selecting the country grain elevat9rs, telephone calls were made

*to establish interview appointments. Once interview appointments were set

up, a letter of confirmation was sent to each grain elevator.

Conductingthe Interviews

The interviews were completed during a time period of approximately

one month. The duration of each interview ranged between 20 minutes to one

hour depending on the responsiveness of the person being interviewed: The

'majority of the respondents completed the interview form themselves, while -

two respondents,read along with the interviewer and gave responses. The

respondeng who completed the interview form themselves, asking questions,

when clarification vas needed, seemed to be the,most efficient method.
.

Summary of the InterviAws

The task analysis system provided the frequency of time spent performing

each task, thOmportance of the task, and who performs the task. While ,the

tasks performed at single and multiple elevators are the same, the type .of

.employee responsible for certain tasks may not be thd/same.

13
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The personnel interviewed also fndicated a shortage of competent workers

available for employment in the grain elevator industry. Those interviewed

expressed concern for the need of trained competent workers. Presently

there does not exist a formal means of training individuals for employment

_in the grain elevator industry in Illinois.

Organizing Task Oata for Curriculum Development.

In order to develop a curriculum which would be based on tasks that,are
0

mbst frequently performed by beginning employees, the task statements hadto

be ranked by,4portance. The task statements for.production, office, sales,

safety, management, and maintenance were ranked as (1) essential tasks,

(2) important tasks, (3).usefu1 tasks, and (4) utility tasks.

Tasks were clatsified as essential if at least 87.5 percent of the grain

elevators interviewed classifted the tasks as a task performed by a beginning

worker.

Tasks were classified as important tasks if at least 62.5 percent but-

less than 87.5 percent of the'grain elevators interviewed classified tasks

as a task performed,by a beginning worker.

Tasks were classified as useful tasks if at least 50 percenAut less

than 62.5 percent of the grain elevators interviewed cAssifieti the tasks as

a task performed by a beginning worker.

Tasks were classified as utility tasks if less,than 50 percent of the
Ii

elevators interviewed clasSified the tasks as a task performed by-a beginning

worker.

Since portions of the grain ellevator industry function on a seasonal

basis, a task needed to be peflormed daily tit' as needed by 50 percent of the

grain elevators interviewed to be included in the.ranking for beginning workers.
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J
Tables III and IV list the rank of task importance for the beginning

worker provided by the data obtalned from interviewing 16 country grain ele-

vators in Illinois. 7
1(

The findings of the grain elevator purposive study indicate that a set

of competencies for entry and advancement in the grain elevator industry in

Illinois does exi44. The competencies required for employees of grain

elevatorsIkre basically the same-for single or multiple elevators. The

frequency at which employees perform certain tasks at single elevators is

synonomous with the frequency of occurrence at multiple elevators. Since

there exists little difference between the frequency or importance of the

tasks performeg at single or multiple Oevators, an employee trained for a
\!1

single or multiPle elevator would also be able to perform well at a multiple
,

.

. elevator and vice versa.

At the present time, vocational curriculums utilized by Illinois high

schools, community colleges and senior institlitions do not encompass the

grain elevator industry. There exists no vocational or technical program in

the state of Illinois that trains individuals in the operation of a grain

elevator.

":',-'

4,
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TABLE III
RANK OF TASK IMPORTANCE FOR BEGINNING WORKER

SINGLE ELEVATORS

Production Jasks

Essential Tasks:

Draw a representative sample of grain from a
truck.or car

Clean grain bins

Important Tasks:

Load grain into cars or trucks for shipment

* Utility Tasks:

Compute weight loss inc rred in drying grain
Identify weeds commonly found in crops grpwn locally
Identify weed seeds comntonly found in crops grown

locally
Weigh grain 4s it arrives at the elevator
Weigh trucks as they leave the elevator
Operate seed treating equipment
Operate seed cleandng equipment
Use balances, moisture testers, screens, and dockage

machines used in grading grain
Operate devices for detecting "hot spots" in stored

grain
Grade grain according to USDA Grain'Standards Act
Blend various qualities of grain to meet grade
Control rodents
Drive big trucks (class C operators license preftrred)

Office Tasks

Essential Tasks:

Use adding machine and/or other tabUlating device*
injlalancing accounts

Important Tasks:

Perform typing and mailing tasks

16
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TABLE III
RANK OF TASK IMPORrANCE FOR BEGINNING WORKER

SINCLE ELEVATORS
(cont.)

Office Tasks
(cont.)

Utility Tasks:

Take orders for sales or service.by elephone
Ansmer customer inquiries by telepho e
Verify customer addresses using directories
Keep records of receipts and expenses
Make out and mail bills to collect accounts due
Perform filing tasks
Check credit references of customers
Keep employee work records
Pay accounts payable
Keep customer credit records
Check received grains'against invoice listings
Check invoices for math errors

Sales Tasks

Essential Tasks:

Prepare scale tickets

Important Ta'sks:

Write up sales tickets

Utility Tasks:

Quote grain prices to farmers
Prepare purchase orders
Quote grain prices,to buyers
Calculate current storage cost ,
Quote current dockage rates to 6aientel.e
Follow up grain purchases and sales to determine

customer. satisfaction
Prepare advertising materials
Solicit sales by telephone
Solicit purchases by terephone

0
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TABLE III
RANK OF TASK IMPORTANCE FOR BEGINNING WORKER -

SINGLE ELEVATORS
(cont.)

Safety Tasks

Essential Tasks:,

Operate fire extinguishing equipment
Memorize fire department's phone number

Important Tasks:

Obtain and comply with OSHA rtquirements for-such
things as grain dust control, powe'r shields,
ladders, lighting, etc.

Obtain and comply with E.P.A. regulations for grain
dust control

Management Tasks

Utility Tasks:

Obtain reasons for dockage and be familiar with-grain
industry sta -dards ,

Obtain market p ices
Effectively com nicate with all clientele; e.g.,

farmers, truc ers, grain dealers, etc.
Obtain reasons for grain damage and how to prevent

it; e.g., auger damage, drop damage, use of
drags to prevent damage, etc.

Maintenance Tasks

Essenilial Tasks:

Keep work, storage, and delivery 'areas neat and clean
Paint buildings and equipment when needed
Keep all tools/a-lean and properly stored
Clean grourcids of leaves an'd litter

. Mow and trim lawns
Shovel snow
Repair driveways"
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TABLE III
RANK OF TASK IMPORTANCE FOR BEGINNING WORKER

SINGLE ELEVATORS
(cont.)

Mai-ntenance Tasks
(cont.)

Important Tasks:

Perform light maintenance of business vehicles;
e.g., oil level, tire pressure, battery and
radiator water levels, other fluid\4.evels, etc.

Perform minor carpentry repairs; e.g., doors,
siding, fences, etc.

Operate snow removal equipment
Grade drivlways

Useful Tasks:

Change oil and grease businesi vehicles

Utility Tasks:

Perform minor tune-up of business vehicles by
replacement of spark plugs and ignition points

Repair electrical light switches and extension cords
Clean and oil electric motors
Grease all bearings periodically on equipment
Order repair'parts for all equipment
Maintain and repair small gasoline engines
Repair and/or replace V-belts and drive chains
Replace electrical\fuses./
Spray chemicals to control weeds and insects
1,around grounds

'Fill to proper level all gear boxes with gear oil
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TABLE IV
RANK OF TASK IMPORTANCE FOR .BEGINNING WORKER

MULTIPLE ELEVATORS

Production Tasks

Essential Tasks:

Draw a representative sample of grain from a
truck or car

Clean grain bins
1.1

/

Important Tasks: i )

,

Weigh grain as it arrives at.the elevator
Weigh trucks as they leave the elevator
Load grain into.cars or,trucks for shipment

Useful Tasks:

Use balances, moisture testers, screens, and dockage
machines used in grading grain

Utilitie Tasks:

Compute wieght loss incurred in drying grain
Properly label seed samples
Identify types of grain damage (B.C.F.M.)
Identify materials that my contri6Ute to odor

contamination-of grain
Observe concentration of insects in grain
Operate seed cleaning equipment
Operate devices for detecting "hot spots" in

stored grain-
Grade grain according to USDA Grain Standard's Act
Control rbdents
Drive big tiucks (class C operators license preferred).

Office Tasks

Important Tasks:

Verify customer addresses using directories
Perform filing tasks
Use adding machine and/or other tabulating devices

in balancing Accounts

50
-
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TABLE IV
kANK OF TASK IMPORTANCE FOR BEGINNINGJWORKER

MULTIPLE ELEVATORS
(cont.)

Office Tasks
(cont.) .

Useful T ks:

Perf rm t(.yping and mailing tasks
Nor

Utility Tasks:

Take oders for sales or service by telephone
Answer customer inquiries by telephone
Keep records of receipts and expenses
Make out and mail bills to c9llect accounts due
Check credit references of customers
Keep employee work 'records
Pay accounts.payable
Keep current inventory of grain stocks for sale

and grain stocks stored for customers
Check received grains against invoice listings
Check invoices for math 'errors

'

ales Tasks

Useful Tasks:

Write up sales fickets

Utility. Tasks:

Quote grain prices to farmers
Prepare scale tickets
Prepare bills.of lading
Prepare purchase Qrders
Calculate current storage costs
Follow up grain purchases and sales to determine

customer satisfaction
Identify customer needs and wants
Solicit sales by telephone
Solicit purchases by telephone

511
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. TABLE IV
RANK OF TASK IMPORTANCE FOR BEGINNING WORKER

MULTIPLE ELEVATORS
(cont.)

Oh

Safety Tasks

Essential Tasks:

Operate fire ektinquishing .equipment
Memorize fire department's phone number

Uiility psks:

Obtain and comply with OSHA requirements-for such
things as grain dust control, power shields,
ladders, lighting, e,tc.

Obtain and comply with E.P.A.: regulations Ar grain
dust contmpl

Management Tasks

Utility leasks:

Obtain reasons for dockage and be familiar with
grain industry standards

Maintenance Tasks

Essential Tasks:

Keep work, storage; and delivery areas.neat and clean
Paint buildings and equipment when needed
Keep all tools clean and pro,perly stbred
Clean ground-s of leaves and}litter
Mow and trim,lawns
Shovel snow
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TABLE IV
RANK OF TASK IMPORTANCE FOR EEGINNIN6 WORKER-

MULTIPLE ELEVATORS
(cont.) e

Maintenance Tasks
(cont.)

Important Tasks:
,

Perform light maintenance of business vehicles,
e.g.,.oil level, tir, pressure, battery and
radiator water levels, other fluid levels, etc.

Change oil and grease business vehicles
Grease all bearings perioditally on equipment
Repair driveways

Useful Tasks:

Perform minor carpentry repas; e.g., doors,
siding, fences, etc.

Utility,Tasks:

f

Perform minor tune-up of business vehicles by
replacement p4 spark plugs and ignition goints

Repair ele9Fr al light switches and extension cords
Clean and oil electTic motors
Maintain and epair small gasoline engines
Repait and/or.replace V-belts and digve chains
Replace el-ictripal fuses
Spray chemicals to control weeds and insects

around grounds
Operate snow removal equipment
Grade driveways
Fill to propes level all gear boxe's with gear oil
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Testing the Self-Instruction Guide
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Involvindteachers. Letters were sent to ?06 Illinois hOrticulturé

teachers informing them that a course titled "Curriculum Devtlopment in.

Horticulture" would be offered in the spring of 1980. Those teachers who

returned the questionnaire were then contacted bY tilephone to see if they

were able to attend three class sessions being offered at five locattonS

throughout the state--C9,11insville, Beardstown, Champaign, South Holland,
-"

and Naperville. Course information was sent to those teachers who indicated

they would participate in the class.

-

y

ft.

4.

eft

c.

A
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Southern Illinois

University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 82901,,

Department of Agricultural Education and Mechanisation
Telephone 618-536-7733

To: Illinois High S h ticulture TelChers

From: James W. Legacy
Amy C. Swigart 41.444.
Agriculture'Educatidii

Re: "Curriculum Development in Horticulture"

to

Currently there'ig a shortage of validated horticultural teaching
matelrian-in Illinois. Many teathers are faced with the problem
of developing their own materials. Southern Illinois-University
can help you develop competency based teaching materials. We will
be offering a course titled "Curriculum Devel,pment in Horticulture".

. This course will asist you in developing teaching materials based
on. valid industry competencies.

The course will be Offered at A central location, and three hours
of graduate or undergraduate credit can be earned through the
Department of Agricultural Education or the College of Education.
In addition to the course,.there are positions for 15 people to
partieipate in & task analysis of the horticultural industrY These
15 people will'be paid up to $200 for their consultant servit.6s.

Please complete the enclosed questionnaire and return it in the
self-addressed envelope. YOur input will allow us to structure the
course to meet your specific needs. Your cooperation and participa-
tion is appreciated.

Enclosure: questionnaire
return envelope
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1. Name

46

QUECTIONNAIRE
COMPETENCY-BASED CURRICULUM

2. Your School

3. Name(s) of additional Hort. staff at your school

4. Would you particiKte in the "Cur'riZulum Development in Horticulture" co rse:

, for 3 hours credit non-credit A
K

No, I am not able to participate aWthis tlme*

5. How many years have you tadght horticulture?
4

6. How many classes of horticulture do you teach d#ily?

7. In what areas of horticulture do
4
you teach?

Floriculture

Greenhouse Managethent

Landsape Horticulture

Fruit Production

Nursery Production &:Management

Turf & Grounds Maintenance

Vegetable Production

Other (specify)

8. In what areas_of horticulture do,you hay% work experience?

Floriculture

.7,

Nursery Production & Management

Greenhouse Manage ent' Turf & Grounds Maintenance

Landscape Ho culture Vegetable Production

Fruit Produ tion. Other (specify)

9. Would you partic pate as a horticulture consuaant?

Yes No

10. When would you prefer the course to meet? .

1,\

Pall, 1979 Spring, 1980

11. Would'you prefer the course to meet:

41.ieekends - 6 hrs. meetin4 time per meekend

8 selected dates - 3 hrs. meeting time per day

PLEASE COMPLETE AND.RETURN -- THANK .YOU' 56
*Please return questionnaire'even ihough you are not able to participate.
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TELEPHONE SCRIPT

Date

Time

A
.

Name of class member

High School

Phone #

Is in class?
(If yes, fill in information Tn box)

41:a

hen would be a good time to reach him/her?

Could I leave a message?

Message

Please call melcollect about the curriculum development in
horticulture-class. The phone # is 618-536-7733.

This is -from Agricultural Education & Mechanization

at-SIU-Carbondale. You expressed interest in participating in a course'dealing

with Curriculum Development in Horticulture by completing a questionnaire for

us in September. this course will assist you in developing teaching materials

based on valid industry competencies.

CLASS INFORMATION

The class will meet three times during the spring semester. Each sessipn

As will be three hours in length. The class can be taken for 3 hours of under-

graduate or graduate credit or for non-credit. The SIU 1.egistration fee for .

A

3 hours of credit is $72 and there is no charge for taking the cotirse for

non-credit.

'The course will be offered at 5 lAcations throughout the state. The

locations are: Collinsville, Beardstown, Champaign, Naperville and Chicago.
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The 3 sessions will be heldduring these weeks:

1st session - January 7-19

2nd session - March 3-15

3rd session - April 21-M0 3

Are there'any days during these weeks on which you could nipt attend? /

Previous conflicts

When do you prefer the evening meetings?
a.

Time of evening meeting 3-6

7-10

other

.01P

We will be sending you more information in the near future.

CONSULTANTS ONLY J

You have been chosen as a consultant. Consultants will be paidoon the

following 8asis and will be required to:

Interview 3 progressive businesses - $50 per interview

Attend the 3 class meetings - $50
(not necessarily for the
whole 3 hours) $200 Total

We would like for you to work in the horticultural area of .

58
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Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

Department of Agricultural Education and Mechanization
Telephone $318.452677733

November 16:1979

TO: Curriculum Development in Horticulture
Class Participant

FROM: James W. Legacy
Amy C. Swigart
Agricultural E uca

RE: Curriculum Development in Horticultume.Class

Southern Illinois University will be offering a course dealing
with the topic of Curriculum Development in Horticulture during the
spring of 198q (see attached course outline).- This course consists .

of 3 class sessions and will be offered at 5 locations throughout the
state of Illinois. These locations were selected due to their central
location .to interested class participants. The 3 class sessions will
meet from 6:30-9:30 p.m. on the following dates at these locations:

Naperville North High School
Room #178
Mill Street & Ogden Avenue
Naperville, IL 00540

Thornwood High School
Room #8,209

171 Street 81.South Park
South Holland, IL 60473

Central High School
Agriculture Room 114

- 610 West University
Champaign, IL 61820

Beardstown High School
Agriculture Room #7
200 East 15th Street
Beardstown, IL 62618

Collinsville Area Voc. Center
Rdome119
2201 West Morrison
Collinsville, IL 62234

5 9

1st session
2nd session
3rd session

1st session
2nd ses06n
3rd ses§ion

1st session
2nd session
3rd session

1st session
2nd session
3rd session

- Tuesday, January 15
- Tuesday, March 4
- Tuesday, May 6

MOnday,.January 14
- Monday, March 3
- Monday, May 5

- Monday, January 7
- Monday, March 10
- fionday, April 28

- Tuesday, January 8
- Tuesday, March 11
Tuesday, April 29

1st session - Thursday. January 10
2nd session - Thursday, March 6
3rd session - Thursday, May 1
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Curriculum Development in Horticultpre Class
Page 2

CREDIT

The Curriculum Development in Horticulture couae can be taken
for 3 s'emester hours of undergraduate .credit, graduate credit, or for
non-credit. Participants wanting to take the course for credit may
eegister by Ang either of the following course numbers:
VES 494A - offered through Vocational Education Studies Department
AGEM 581A- offered through Agricultural Education & Mechanizattbn Dept.
Registration will be held at the first class meeting at each location.
A certificate of completion will be given to non-credit participants.
Those wishing to take the class for credit Will be expected to devote
40 hours in class and class-related activities.

COST )
There is no registration fee for this course. For thosa,wishing

to take the course for 3 semester hours of credit, the tuitioArcost
is $72. Tuition can be paid at the first class session. VISA may
be used for payment of tuition.

4.4

60
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Curriculum Bevel uent in Horticulture

TOPIC*S TO BE C.OV,ERED

SESSION I: LEARNING THE COMPETENCY-BASED WAY

This session will serve aS an introduction to the
competency based way. Class participants, will complete
the eight steps of Developing Competencry-Based Teaching
Materials.

SESSION II: WRITING THE COMPETENCY-BASED WAY

In the second sessill, class participants will convert
industry analysis into competency-based curriculum. Each
participant prill write a small competency-based teaching
unit in an/drea of horticulture.

*

SESSION III: TEACHING-THE COMPETENCY-BASED WAY

The third-session will enable the teacher to incorporate
competency-based teaching materials into the classroom.
Special emphasis will be on learning activities
and evaluation.

If you have any questions or concerns about this course, feel free to contact:

Amy Swigart or James Legacy 4
Agricultural Education & Mechanization
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, Illinois r 62901
Telephone: 618-536-7733

61
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Conducting classes. The initial class session was used to acquaint

teachers with the course syllabus and assignments. Teachers were instructed

to select a chapter and develop the teaching content. Each chapter had a

validated task list which was to be included in the content matter. Teaching

aids--quizzes, student skill check lists, visual aids, student activities--

were to be included with each completed chapter.

The second class centered around the development of,teaching content

through knowledge and skill statements. Sample statements Kere sent to all

students prior to this meeting to aid them in the preparation of their assign-

ments.

Studerits were asked to submit their final teaching content to the coor-
.

dinating staff prior to the last class meeting scopthe materials could be

edited for the critiqUe session. Teaching aids were asked to be included so

the copies could be valuated in a finished format. Lastly, teaChers were

asked to evaluate three other chapters--content and teaching activities.

.1

A
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Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

Department of Agricultural Education and Mechanisation
Telephone 618436-7733

A

TO: Hortcijltre Curriculum Class Members

FROM: Aim legacy, Terry Savko, Fred 1neau

RE: Selection of 11nit or Chapter Title and Assignment,'A'

We have reviewed the Unit/Chapter titles selected by members of
the class and would like ybu to write instructional materials for
Unit in the
area 7Forticulture.

Enclosed is our review of your assignment 'A'. The list of
tasks in,your chapter should be used)to complete assignment 'B'.
Assignment '8' (page 113) involves writing skill and knowledge
statements for each task in your chiaer. Please read pages 92-112
prior to writing skill and knowledge statementritlftbou may also want
to refer to page 144 of the syllabus to review a Completed chapter's
skill and knowledge statements. We are asking...you to complete assign-
ment 'B' and return it to us by February 2. We will review assign-
ment 'B' and send it back to you with information concerning &C',
'0' and 'E'.

If you haveany questions concerning this effort, please call
Terry Savko at 800-642-5337 extension 258.

hcd

knc.

(

63 .14
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outheni Iilinoi
University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

Department of Agricultural Education and Meehanization
Telephone 818-638-7788

February 8, 1980

TO: Ho ic ture Curriculum Clae:giers

FROM: Iacy, TeglSavko, Fredleineau

RE: Writing content for chapters; Assignments C,,D, and E

We have read assignment 'B' and have organized outlines of each chapter.
The chapter outline consists of skill statements, simple knowledge state-
ments and complex knowledge statements. After talking with several of you,
we have deci,ied to change the decision statement name to complex knowledge
statements. Please read the enclosed definition and example of these three
statements,

Also enclosed is our review of your assignment 'B'. The list of skill .

statements, simple knowledge statements and complex knowledge statements
Should be used to complete asstgnments C, D, and E. To complete these .

assignments, we are,askin*g you to complete each skill statement by listing
the proper steps.in performing each skill and to list any key points which
will assist in performance of the skill.

Also for each simple knowledge statement, please provide the answer to.the
question which is implied by the simple knowledge statement. Or, put

. another way, what should the student be expected to know about each simple
knowledge statement?

Lastly, Air each complex knowledge statement, ltst the probable correct
solutions to the implied questions and list the factors which would affect
the selection of the best answer.

Again, if you have any questions concerning this assignment, please call
Terry Savko at 800-642-5337, extension 258.

Concerning the next class meeting times, we are planning to meet at the
following times and places:

Colljnsvjlle - Thursday, March 6 Thornwood - Monday, March 17
Champaign -- Monday, March 10 Naperville - Tuesday, March 18
Beardstown - Tuesday, March 11

To assist us in preparing fbr the second class', would you please return to
us, by March 1st, a sample of your completed skill statements, simple and
complex knowledge statements. Terry has noted sample statements i4hich you
may wish to sendto us by March 1st, If you will+do this, it will greatly
help us as we prepare to meet with you in mid-March.

Thus far we have been greatly pleased with.your efforts and realize many
of you have spent long.hours on the project. 64
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WRITING CONTENT FOR COMPETENCY BASED INSTRUCTION

. The next step in writing yqur competency based curriculum unit is

writing the content for your skill and knowledge statements.

Skill statements ai-e the Psychomotor or performance elements that

are needed to perform the-task successfully. Every skill statement should

show action, thus the use of an actton verb. By including action

in the skill statements the student will actually perform the.skill instead

of discussing or observing the skill. Skill statements are followed by

the actual steps and key points to be aware of while performing the skill.

When writing skill steps, try to avoid overusing general verbs such as

perform and do. Use meaningful verbs that can be applied directly to the

skill.

*************************I.

: SKILL STATEMENT EXAMPLE :
***************************

Skill Statement - Wash car

steps

1

Key Points
.

1. Close all windows

2. Gather 81 prepare all
materials

3. Wash vehicle

4. Rinse.vehicle
,

5. Dry car
,

,

. i

2: Bucket, soap Pwater, sponge,
,chamois L

5. Do windows first, 'then rest
of car

.
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Knowledge statements are the intellectual or cognitive elements that

need to be learned in order forAce student to perform the task successfully.

They contain information th4ra student needs to know in order to apply and

complete the skill. Knowl,edge statements are most useful when they, are

specific and deraileci.

here are two tKee'of knowledge statements: simple and complex.
/51

A s1iple knowledg tatement has a specific answer tor the implied question.

1
*******44***************I,

SIMPLE KNOWLEDGE EXAMPLE:
**************************

Knowledge', Two longest rivers in the U.S. answers the implied
A. Mississippi River question:- What are
B. Missouri River the 2 longest rivers

in the United States?
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A complex knowledge statement is also known as a decision statement.

It is similar to a simple knowledge stat4ment in that it also answers a

question. Bt as the factors of a particular situation change, so may

the options for tbe answer vary. An answer is determined by considering

the available alternatives in relati the factors which affect the

situation. Thus, there is not one specific answer for a decision statement.

It must meet the needs of that particular situation.

iCOMPLEX KNOWLEDGEIXAMPLE:
***************************

Task - Auto Sales

.1(.111 Statement - Selling a car

,Knowledge statement - Customer needs answers the implied ques-
tion:-= What are the
customer needs?

Decision statement - Which car to advise customer to purchase?

Alternatives

1. Used 2 yr. old Compact

2. Used 10 yr. old full-
size sedan

New subcompact

Factors

1. Customer use

2. rost of car

3. Condition of car

4. Maintenance cost

The student outcomes from a decision statement lesson are to have

the student:

1. learn the alternatives
6;v

2. learn the factors, ,nd

3. know how to use the factors and alternatives when solvipg a
particular problem.
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Southern Illinois
Univerdity at Carbondale
Carbondalq, Illinois 62901

Department of Milieu 'tura'. Education and Mechanization
April 15, 1980 Telephone 618-686-7733

dJ,

TO: Hor u ure Curriculum Class Members

, FROM: Jim cy, Terry Sag Fred Reneau
r

RE: Writing Activities fpr Chapter; Assignments, F, G, and H

We have read assignments F, G, and H and have organized content
for each chapter. It is very apparent that many have spent extra time
in developing good chapter content.

Prior to pe last class meeting.we are asking you ta co9lplete
assignments F, G, and H. The guidelines for these assigniiietSts follOw.
I believe you will find these assignments less time consuming yet
important, as they express your experience tn planning successful
teaching epfsodes.

Assignment F, page 128; please complete 10-knowledge questions which
are Apresentative of a short overview written evaluation of your chapter
content. Also complefe one skill score card for one of the skills of
your chapterL.

Assignment G; Oland worksheet - please complete the sketch of an over-
head or complete a worksheet 'Which would be used for teaching your chapter.

Aisignment H; Activiiy - please complete either a general discussion
activityr a specific resultctivity plan for teaching your chaqer.
See generhT discussion activity sample, pages 134-135 and specific dis-
cussion activiiy sample, pages 136-138.

,

Please complete assignments F, G, and H prior to'the final class.
Also, if possible, send us a copy of these assignments a week prior to
class. Af you can do this At will greatly facilitate our planning for
the-lasfclass. ;

Lastly;, it the_last class you will be asked to evaluate 3 other
chapters - content and teaching activities,'Assignment I, page 141,.

Concerning the last class meeting times, we are-planning to meet
from 6:30-9:30 p.m. at the following locaiions:

Champaign, Monday, April 28 Thornwood, Monday, May 5
Beardstown, Tuesday, Aftil 29 NaperVille, Tuesday, May 6
Collinsville, Thursday, May 1

,

co
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Summary of tea er use competency, based guide. The workshop par-
,

ticipation of 42 Illin is vocational horticulture teachers resulted in com-

o petency based instructional materials. A summary of the materials prepared

by the teachers follows this paragraph. A sample of the material prepared

by teacners can be found in"Appendix F:

Landscape/NurserY

1. Tree Identification 6 pg. Teaehing Content, Matching Quiz, Woody Plant
jdentification Key, Visual Aids, Student Activities

2. Developing_a Landscape Plan - 5 pg. Teaching Content,.Quizzes (2 matching,
multiple choice, short answer), Student Skill Check Lftt, Visual Aid,
Student Activity

3. Implementing the Landscape Plan - 23 pg..Teaching Content, 5 Quizzes
(7/F, multiple choice, fill in the blank, matching) 2 Student Skill
Check Lists, Visual Aids, Student Activities

4.. Maintaining the tandscape - 15 pg. Teaching Content, Quizzes (T/F, fill
in the blank, matching); Student Skill Check List, Student Activities,
Visual Aids

51- Propagation - 35 pg. Teaching Content,
matching-, 5 short answer), 2 Studen
Student Activities.

izzes (T/F, multipl choice,
Skill Check Lists, Visual Aids,

k

Equipment Maintenance - 25 pg. Teacitig Content,-2 Quizzes (matchi4g),
Student Skill Check Lists, Visua Aids, Student Activities

Greenhouse Produttim and ManaMiient
P

Contrdlling the GreenhgloeEnvironment - 14 pg. Aching Content, Quiz
(multiple Chofce andcfill in the plank), Student Skill Check Lit,

..Visual,Aids, Student Activ.ities and Worksheets',
S'

2. Greenhouse Soils j 8 pg. Teaching Content, 2 Quizzes' (matching, fill in
thenblank), Visual Aids, Student Activities

3. Foliage Plants - 10,pg. Tedhing Content, Flowering Plan Key, Quizzes
-Tmatdling, fill in the blank), Student Skilt Check List, Visual Aids,
Student Activities

4. Propagafion - 8 pg. Teaching Content, Quiz , (fill.in the.blank, q/F,
,.

'
f .

S or,t ankwer) Visual.Aids,t Student Activities
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5. Sales - 21 pg. Teaching Content, Quiz (short answer), 2 Student Skill
Check Lists% Student Activity, Visual Aids.

6. Cut Flower Production 19 pg. Teaching Content, Visual Aids, Student
Activity

Bedding Plants - 4 pg. Teaching Content, Quiz (matching, fill in), Student(
Skill Check List, Visual Aids, Student Activities

Turf and Lawn Services

1. Identific on of Turf.Grasses - 11 pg. Teaching Content, Quizzes (fill
in the blank, 7/F, matching, short answer), Student Skill Checklist,
Visual Aids, Student Activities

2. Soils anddiertilizers - 8 pg. Teaching Content, 3 Quizzes (matching and
sho7t answer), Student Skill Check yst, Visual Aids, Student
Activities

k

3. Planting Turf Grasses - 1.7 pg. Teaching Content, 2 Quizzes (matching and
fill in the blank), StudentSkill Check List, Visual Aids, Student

,

Activities . :

Insects and Diseases - 8 pg. Teaching Content, Quiz (multiple choice),
Student Skill Check List, Visual Aids, Studenthctivities

Vegetable Production'.

1. Identification of Cool Season Vegetables - 6 rig. Tapc'hing Contept, Quiz
(short answer), Student Skirl Check List, VisaT Aids, Stdient
Activities

,

2. Identification of Warm Season Vegetables - 37 pg. Teathing Content, Quiz-
(fill in, matching, multiple choice, T/F), Student Skill Check tist,
Visual Aids, Student Activities

3.

( :

Seed Propagation - k.pg. Teaching Content, QuiC(T/F, fill in the blank),
Stupient 5ki1l CEVINk List, Visual Aid, Student Activity.

4. Vegetable Produciion - 9 pg. Teaching Content, Quiz (short answer, fill in
the blank, matching), Visual Aids, Student Activities

5. *Insects, Diseases,-and Weeds - 18 pg. Teaching Content, 2 Quizzes (fill
in the blank, multiple' choice, matching, short answer), 2 Student
Skill Check Lists, Visual Aids,,Student ActivitieS

Fruit Production

Fruit Production - 6 pg. Teaching Content, Quiz (matching), Visual Aids,,
Stddent tkill Check List.

7u S.
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CHAPTER III

OTHER ACTIVITIES, RESULTS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Problems

There were no major deviations from plannpd activities.

Publicity and Dissemination Activities

The publication "Agricultural Job OpportunAties in Illinois Meat

Processing and Grain Handling Industries" was released to 550 Illinois

high school and post-secondary agriculture teachers. Their requests for

additional copies of this item will be handled by-the Curriculum Publications

Clearing House, 47 Horrabfh Hall, Western Illinois University, Macomb, IL.

In mid October 1979 a statewide newspaper and radio release was made

concerning the horticulture teacher workshops. This release was printed in

"Country Column" in dozens of local Illinois newspapers.

Resource Persons

Advisory council members are listed in t4 Section titled List of Con-

sultants. Each provided technical advice within their professional disciplines.

Input was gathered from 36 business site interviews, 14 teacher consultants

and 11 advisory committee members. The'breadth of experience provided by

.these resource persons was an important factor in the successful .completion

of the project.

S mmation of Evaluation Data"Collected

Each majorsroject activity was evaluated by input from theoppropriate

advisory council members.. In addit4on;. specific technical evaluation was

6074
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provided by industry interviews. The results strongly support the need for

this kind of evaluation.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The conclusions of the horticulture inservise activity suggest that

teachers can prepare locally developed competency based instructional materiali.

It may be possible to transport locally developed materials to other programs.

Also the use of a self-instruction ibide for directing the development of

coMpeiency based materials was found to be useful.

The results of the task analysis or purposive study of the meat pro-
,

cessing and grain elevator industries include identification ofientry level

work tasks. These work tasks will serve as the basis for development of

competency based instructional materials.

Horticulture inservite activity recommendations:

1. The teacher developed competency based materials should be field
tested to determine if they can be used by other teachers. .

2. The self-instruction guide should be used to prepare locally
developed competency based vocational curriculum in other vocational
disciplines.

Task analysis br purpostve study recommendati,ons:

1. Students-should be made aware of career possibilities in the grain
elevator and meat processing industries through the vocational
program.

2. The study of meat protesting and grain elevator operations should be
taught in the Vocational education curriculum. This recommendation
is based on the knowledge that no progranj is in"existence in this
state which.provides training°in these f elds.

3. The tasks to be included in the vocational curriculum may be cate-
gorized by following these guidelines:

a. tasks 1§beled as essential or important ca'n be taught in a
high schbol setting..

b. tasks labeled as useful can be taught in a junior college,
university or vocational school setting.

75
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a+

c. tasks labeled unnecessary for a beginner can be taught on the
job as the worker progresses or in an advanced program at a
college or university.

Staff Employment and Utilization

All employees were staff of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.

,t

-
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APPENDIX A

List of Meat Processing Tasks
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KEY

0-Daily 6-Perfonoed by beginning employees
W-Weekly A-Performed by advanced employees
14-Monthly H-Performed by manager
Y--Yearly 0-Performed by owner
0-Other M/O-Honager/owner

KILL FLOOR

Other Comments
(Who performs
the task)

Wear protective clothing .

.

Observe safety precautionS
. -

Use proper equipment

---1

Haintain equipment and work area
,

Weigh animal
.

Run animal into chute
-,

.

Immobilize animal

,

.//

Bleed animal
,

Hogs

.

Put hog in scalding vat and then In dehairer to dehair
.

.

Remove uiscerat toenails i dewclaws

Nang carcass and remove rmiiining hair by shaving

Split, wesh and tag carcass
.

.

....)Place in cooler

Cattle",

,

Remove forefeet

Hang carcass

Open hide down midline and remove
.

78
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KEY

0-0ally R-Performed by beginning employees
W-Weekly A-Performed by advanced employees
M-Monthly M-Performed by manager
Y-Yearly 0-Performed by owner
0-Other M/O-Manager/owner

VIll FLOOR (?)

Other toinmentk

(Who perfonm
the task)

.

.

Ifim carcass

Open abdominal cavity_

,
Remove Eaunch, intestines, livef, spleen & stomachs

-,

cut diaphragm and remove pluck

Remove head. tail and hind feet

-t

.

Split, wash and tag carcass
4,

Place in cooler

--r------1---
,

a

I

,

- .
... . (

.

.
,

.

,
.

.
.

.

.-

.
.

7



KET

0-0aily 8-Performed by beginning employees
11-Weekly A-Performed by advanced employees

MI-Monthly M-Performed by manager
T-Vparly 0-Performed by owner
0-Other M/O-Manager/owner

CUITERS

as.

Other Comments
(Who'performs
the task)

Maintain knives and utensils and-good sanitation

Observe all safety precautions

r

identify primal cuts A ,

Refrigerate and store meats

Beef-breaking/cut:
.

Ribs
..,.

.

Short loin
.

_

.

Sirloin .

Chuck

,

Brisket
4.

Plate
.

.

. .

Flank
.

'
,

.

I
Round

,

,f
,....-

Fore and hind shanks

Pull tenderloin

Trim cuts of beef ,

. .

.

.

. .

.

,

80
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KEY

D-Dally 8-Performed by beginning employees
W-Weekly A-Performed by advanced employees
N-Nonthly N-Performed by manager
Y-fearly 0-Performed bypwner
0-Other N/O-Manager/owner

Pork breaking/cut:

Pork loin

Fresh hams

Bacon

)houlder

Fat back

CUT1ERS (?)

C:1

Other Comments
(Who performs,
the task)

4

-

r

1



KEY

0-Oaily 6-Performed by beginning employees
W-Weekly A-Performed by advanced eaployees
PI-Monthly M-Performid by manager
Y-Yearly 0-PerformeAl by owner
0-0ther M/O-Manager/owner

4° HOWWI

Other Comments
(Who performs
the task)

_

-

_______

____

.

hone all meat for hamburger and sausage .
.

, ..

Clean heads .
. .

N..

_____.

-lrim fat from meat

Cube Meat for grinding
-w

. .

-.-.

sk.
f
Grind meat coarsely. .

.

Maintain safety precautions .
.

Maintain equipment
.

.
A

Clean work area ...
.

. ,
..

Usi proper sanitation methods
,. ,

,

. --,

.i.
, .

. ...
--1,-

.

.

.

. .

. .

l__..

-,. .

t,
. .

A
...

..
.

.

.
+

. . .

'

.

).

# ---4
.

1 .
. .

---,...4

. -
.,

.
c ..

___



KEY

11,

D-Da 8-performed by beginning emp I oyees
kr-Week ly A-Per formed by advanced employees
M-Monthly M-Pevformed by manager
Y-YOrrly 0-Per formed 'by owner . ,

0-Other WO-Manager/owner

9.

WPAPP '0; PAC KAG int;

\-
Other Comments

(Who performs /
the Jask)

c 0
&

P-03
o

.,
SI ice bacon. and haies,

.

for freezing

.

_
.

.
.Gr Ind hamburger

,

. Patty hambur.ger or package

.

--,--- .

___

-

Wrap mea t s

-1--\
!dent 1 fy mea t packages .

,

_ _ ___,_____ _

.
.

f ill ntea t order s
_ _ . __________ _____ __

_.. -

A ..

p- -

0 . .

. _
4

. Ar

.,

,

.

.

6 .

. . _

- -
.

.

.

___

.

.

.

. X

.
. /

f

#
.. -

,

.
' ._,...

.,

.. .
. p.-

,....

,
.

.
rr-

.... i - . --

.. ,

--
.

..

. .

..

.

'

.

.

....1.

.

_ ___ .,__ -- ---- .
_______________ _ _____ _____ .____ _ _ .

6,

S'l
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KEY

,D-Daily 8-Performed by beginning employees,
W-Weefly A-Performed by advanced employees
M-Monthly M-Perlormed by manager
Y-Yearly 0-Performed by owner
0-Other M/O-Manager/owner ,

V

SANITATIOR

Other Comments /

(Who perfor,ms

the task)

..

Clean: v..

,

.

,

Slicers
.

>,

Saws
.

..._

,..,

Knives .
.

-t

.

t.
Pans. '.

Grinders .

.

Stuffers
.....,

_
Pattying machine .

.

Tablet
.,.

.
.

All utepsils
.

.

_

Floors

.

Work area
.

.
.

. _
1? .

.

Kill floorlrequipment

P
--4-------

Sausage equipment .
...

, ____
,

.

.

,

Fat rendering equipment

...

.

Smoke house
.

.

.
.

.

Rack . combs and rods 4 ,

ft
Xi.4

Coolers

---c-
.

Showcase

84



KEY

D 8-Performed by beginning employees
W-Weekly A-Perfotmedby advanced employees
M-Monthly M-Performed by manager
Y-Vearly 0-Performed by owner
0-Other M/O-Manager/owner

CURING (RIWS

Other Comments
(Who performs
the task)

1M
`k

,

'. -Collect fat .

Grind fat .

,

.

Place in rendering kettle and set temperature

.

Remove, strain and place -in containers (rendered fat)

,

Remove crackling and clean kettle -

.

Curing and Smoking Bacons and Hams
...

--Trim bacon and hams

.

fBone, ihape mithrim internal fat rom hams
.

4)
)

.

Tie hams and stUff in casings.or cryovac
1. ._

4

,Pump meat with cure 'or feed pump machine
...

, .,.
,

Check meat for 'proper injection \
,

Weigh ham- .1
. .

SeinimgthussmaElgull, hang hams, insert combs in bum) ,

IllitlistrilLiftn.trgwg .

,----

. .

Unload smokehouse
.

5eparategradis of_hams andillecons--remove stockinettes

liang and place in coolers .

t. a Jr



KEY

D-Oaily 11-Performed,by beginning employees
W-Weekly A-Performed.by advanced employees
M-Mlonthly M-Performed by manager
Y-Yearly 0-Performed by own!r
0-Other M/O-Manager/owner

CURIAG CREWS (?)

Other Comments
(Who perfornm
the...task)

, --.

.

Clean machines knivesand tools ,

. .

Clean work area
-3.(..-

.

Sausage

.Grind beef and pork
.

-57-- ,
.

.

.4

Place in cutter or chopper .
.

1

.

.

Add salt. dextrose and seasoning
,

Add pork trim and remaining mpisture and Mix
_

1 to the stuffer
u_

Stuff Stiusa.. casing i

----

.

Set sche, le in the smokehouse
.

.. ..
,

.

..,

_

Hang' usage and place in smokehouse
4

.

Shill own pookehouse and ipply steam

. Shut off steam and.apply cold water shower

S
Hang sausage to dry

,

.

,

.

.

..--
7,Place.sausage in cosier

. .

Clean grimier, chopper.ltuffer worrarea and tools
. .

.

..

/
. .

.

1.

.

.

.... _ .....
:

4%.
_

i .. .

-

4
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KEY

14D-Daily ;6-Performed by beginning employees
i-Weekly gir A-Performed by advanced employees
M-Monthly M-Perforwed by Manager
0V-Vearly 0-Perfoomed by owner
0-Other M/O-Manager/owner

SAl f

Other Comments
(Who performs
the task)

Wholesale and Retail .

_
.

.

-1

lake meat orders .

Supervise.filling of meat orders
-,

.

,

Package and freeze meat Orders ,

Identify packaged meats
._

.

Identify customer's filled order _

A
.

.

Nott-fy cuttomer.of finished order

-41
-

.File order . . .

' Keep In touch with customers regularly
.

.

_

Order extra meat needed \

.

Supervise livestock buying
.

.

. _

JOIArrange transport of livestock

(

...

-_,.....,
.

.
Arrange Peat in showcase and keep it stocked

-/ Slice bacon, lunchmeat and ham .
.

Stice loins, butts, roasts.and ribs
,

. _____,
.

Crack ribs
.

,

.

.

.

.

Clean: sawsslicers, scales% blockynd ihwAle
.

..1 '

Keep retail area neat and clean

%IL
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W-Weekly
,P1-Monthly

Y-Yearly
0-Other

KEY )

B-Performed by beginning employees
A-Performed by advanced employees
M-Performed by manager
0-Performed by owner

M/O-Manager/owner

SAIIS (2)

Other Comments
(Who performs
the.task)

Know meat prices

.

1

.

,

Be cordial Co cust(mers
.

.

Work cash'register

,-- __

,

1

lake and fill meat orders
x

L_

lir

X ,,

,
.

.

.
. .

,

.____,..)..

.
.

,

.

.

a......6-1.

.

.... .
P .

1...1.......--.....-
..

0 4
P

.

I

. f
k '

1.

r.
.

6 .

I

.
A,---... ,...

I ' ..

..

.
I.

. ..
.1

a. . .
0

. .
.

s

.

.

.
., I

.7

.
.

- , ...

88
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1

KEY

D-Daily 8-Performed by beginning employees
M-Meekly A-Performed by advanced employees
04-MOnthly M-Performed by manager
Y-Yearly 0-Performed by owner
0-Other M/O-Manager/owner

MANAGEMEWBOOKKWING

WINA

Other CoMments
(Mho performs
the task)

t. _____ _-

Employee payroll
i .

4

.

.

Employee relations --,
i

.

_

.
.

Tax work

Keep debit/credit books .

.1:'

.

.

Banking arrangements

laundry service arrangements
.

V

OrOer supplies .

-

.

Maintain sanitation levels
.

.

.

f

.

.

Order meats
-

.
.

.

Supervise livestock buying and transportation
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

r Schedule processing and meat Oders
,

.1`
Maintain customer file and correspondence

.
_

.

.

.

t
Rendering service arrangements for waste products

.

J
,.

SuperOst various areas and workers --
.

Order spices.. casings and various containers \
\
\

.

t

.

-

1-
.

\
\
\ .

I*
-

4 ..,

\
.......

IR



APPENDIX B

List of Elevator Tasks
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B Pefformed by beginning employtes
it-Weekly A Peitormed by ailvanced 'employees.
M-Monthly M-Pertormed by manager PROM] ION

-1-Y-Wearly O-Perforvmd by owner
020ther . M/O-Manager/owner

'

^

Compute weight ioss incurred in drying grain

Analyze seed samples
_

Properly label seed samples

Identity types ot graih damage (0.C.f.M,)_

identify materials that may contribute to odor contimination
ot grain -

Identity sources of grain contamination

Observe concentration of inects in grain

identify insect damage

Identify sefd-borne disease

identity weeds commonly found Pn cropsgrown locally

ffientify wee4 seeds commonly f nd in crops grown.locallY--
Weigh grain as it rives at the elevator

Weigh trucks as they 1 ave)the elevator

tOcrate sted treating equipment

Operate seed cleaning equipment

Use halahces, mmiiiure tesfercreens, and dockage machines
used in_grading grain

Opei-ate devices for detecting "hot spots" in stored grain

Draw a representative sample of urain from a truck or car_ _ ,r, _ _

*.
I eke %-

w :
9i

Other Comments
(Who performs
the task)

4

4

A



ODafly B-Performed by beginning employees-
W-Wiekly A-Performed by advanced employees
14-110nihly M-Performed by manager
Mearly 0I-Performed by owner
0-Other MIO-Manageriowner

PRODUCIION (2)

Other Comments

(pio perflrins

the task)

.

Price grain based on grade weight, and quality

Gride grain according to USDA Grain Standards Act

Blend various qualities of grain to meet grade

toad grain into cars or trucks for shipment
.

Control rodents -r':
....,..

. Clean grain"bins
-. .

4._ .-

.

f

Drive big trucks (class C operators license prefrred)

. .

. _ _ . .
.--

,

.
.

.

,

,. ._ ., -
-

.

..

,
.

.,----- ,
.

I

.
.... ,

,

Na
4

4
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KE

D-Oally b-Pérlormek by beginning"employees
W-Weekly A-Performed y advanced employees
M-Monthly M-Performed b Imanager
V-Vearly 0-Performed by owner
0-Other M/O-Manfger/oweer rP

Other Carments
(Who pertonms
the task)

.

-

........_

/ee.7

.

lake orders for 'tales or service-by telephone
_

.

__.-----7

Answer customer enquiries by telephone

'Verify customer addresses using directories
.

Keep records of receipis and expenses
.

,...,,
_.....

Make out and mail bills to collect accounts due
_

Arrange credit terms
------ .

........_

Perform filing tasks

Check credit-references of customers
-

.

.Perform typing and malfing,tasks
.

)
. A

,

.
Keep employee work records

r

r

,

,

. isPrepare employee payroll `.

-- .

Pay accounts payable
.

.

,
.

'Prepare for annual records audit.
.

_,
,

Prepare,required government repinqs T
....._

...... .

I>
.

keep 'annual depreciation schedule

Keep customer ciAdit records

J
Ilse adiiiii machtne and/orp,other tabUlattkdevices in
balancing accounts

m

-c

.

-

.

Keep Current inventory.of grain stocks for.sale arid grain
stocks storedlor customers

_ __

9 3



D-Daily
W-Weekly

M-lionthly

Y-Yearly
0-0Eher

KEY

0-Performed bybeginniny eeployees
A-Performed by advanced employees
M-Performed by manager
0-Perforvir'..by owner

M/O-Mana( owner

Offill (2)

Check received grains against invoice listings

Check invoices'for math eveoi.s_
Prepare monthly financial statempnts

a.

,

Other Comments
(Who perfonus /
the task)

e

9 4

,

,c-
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KE Y

0-Daiky 6-Performed by beginning employees
W-Weekly A-Performed by advanced employees
N-MOnthly N-Performed by manager
Y-harly 0-Performed by owner
0-Other WO-Manager/owner

SAILS

Other Comments

(Who performs ,7
the task)

,

Quote grain prices to farmers
tv

-I

.

_
,

.
-

Close a sale ,
.

,

.

Prepare .scale tickets

Write up sales titkets

Prepare bills of lading
-

7-

,..

_

.

. Prepare purchase orders

___
.

,
Quote grain 5;r-ices. to buyers

.

_

.

0Calculate current storage costs

,

Quote-current dockage rates.to clientele A

0

d,6 Fillow up gratn purchases and safes to determine
,customer latisfaction ...- .

Identify customer needs and wants .-
_

Prepart.advertising materials ' P

4 r
.

.,
Use various types-of advertising such as mail, radio, nd
newspam

t

i v

--1-

. Solicit sales by telephove.
..

.

Solicit pur chases by telephone
,

.

-
.Resolve customer complaints to meet company policy

,,,
.

.

,

. _ _ _____

.

..
,

.
.

.

.

_

_ __ . _ _____

.
.

. -_ .

.

--
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0-Dilly

W-Weekly
0-Monthly
Y-Vearty
0-Other

9-Performed by beginning employees
A-Prforied by advanced employees
0-Performed by manager

0-Performed-by owner

0/0-0anager/owner

01

4

0 t her Comments

(Wh o. per t onus '
the task)

,

.

. .
./

.
Operate fire extinguishing equipment

4

. ,

-

.

,

Obtain i-Q-Zomply wtth'O.S.H.A. requirements for su ings as
grain dust contvoj

P°Wfrelite141' lof4crii_lishi is-
Obtiin and cone y with F. . . reguiat ons or gra n dust
control

, -

,1111.111

,.

-

_---

.

4

.

'4

M
. ,..

em orize fire department's phone n er
.

. l._7,

-

.

.

.-1------
'i

.1
-

:i ,,,...._

.
.

-, .
. ,...,

...

.

I 'a
0

. -

.so:tr____2_

.../'
.

,
E. .--1.1

._.11..
.

..alfga. ---.-- .

' .A -Tt

.
.

-
,____ *...

.
. .. .

271.'N, .

. .
' .

1 , .

. . .

_:-____ .._ u_..-..: 0- ,,......,. i ..,

. . ..
. t ,,,,-, ....._,_....

/
. '..,..f.--,

.-
.----- 7-"---

.
. . . .1-

____

:
.

.1
I

,,...._,. .; ....2\
..

..,

.. ;,. , r

. .s t _
"r4 ,.

. ' !... .

.

. .

:...4....,,...-

-

. -

.
.

'. ' .' i
..::..-,-....,/,:t.......!. r_, ....." Ct.- 'Ife . , - .
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Y

11-PerformLi by beginning employees
W-Weekty A-Performed by advanced employees
Itlkonthly ft-Performed by menager
f:Yeaely 0-Performed'by owner
0-Other 1110-Menager/owner

MANAGEMENI t

S.

Other Comments
(Who performs
the task)

rW

.

--Wain reasons for (lockage and be familiar with grain
Industry stindards ''s

4

Obtain market prices ,

-,--

Explain to customers how market prices are established
,

.

elLiiiiiraiol:mation on how maiIet prices are sit dilly
and hourli

.

.

Wain the defini(ions of coimon grain marketing terminology.;
e.g., basis, hedging, martini futures, ftc.

_

.Establish current marketing plane and account systems; e.g.,

IlfillititicgL411/11friallitifiiitlaq1101%.,' iarmers,
truckers, grain dealers, etc..

..
Explain to clientele the'transportation relationfhips between
- '-, I I

,

i

____..._

Explain to clientele radon: for price difference between .

4_14grALDLicidwAnd_locaLidavator
Obtain reasons for grain damege and how to prevent it; e.g:,toper demage2 drop damage, use- of dragalo prevent damage, otc.

,

Obtain reasons for blending grains .

.

Arrange for transportation and'distributioh of grains purchased
,

.
.

. file federal, state, and local 'taxes
.

Comply and keep up to date with all eusiness regulations

Administer social security and other employee benefit programs

.Identify labor needs
.

Recruit employees ,
7-'

Interview and select employees.7.'"
.

,

114
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0-Daily

W-Weekly
N-tionthly

O-Othir1

KU

I-Performed by beginning employees
A-Performed by advanced employees
PI-Performed by manager
0,Performed by owner

M/O-Manager/ouner"

MANAGUNNI (2)

4.

Other Comments
(Who performs
the task)

"
-

Deiignate employee work assignments / .

.....

_....__

Supervise employees
.

.-
train new,employeelv

..._

.

0,---V---
Evaluat employee performance Te

'

Maintain position reports as required by the U.S. Dept. of Agri.
-iiilem on eperiodii-Iiils all corporate documents. .y- aws,

.artfClei, etc. ,-

( Perform personnel actions such as promoting or firing 1

.

Eslablish employee wages, hours, and working conditions
.

%
NA-

'Determine business credit needs
,

,

,

Locate sources of and secure credit

. Determine need fotrand purchase insuraniefor businesi
.

Select and purchase equipment and expendables not fer iale

Allocate monies in preparing working budget
.

Analyze the business enterprise on cost and returnbasis

, Participate In grain and feed organizations
.

Plan business advertjsing
.

'Negotiate-sales and buytng contracts
,

,

Negotiate storage and handling contracts

98
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* O-Oelly

W-Veekly
*-Monthly
V-Yearly

10-Other

K(Y

I-Performed by beginmlng employees
A-Performed by advanced employees
M-Performe0 by manager
0-.Performed by owner

WO-Manager/owner

' <

MANAGDO.N1 (3)

Os.

Other Coarents

(Who performs
the task)

.

.

,

Prepare and fooplement contracts

Write annual report to board of directors

OrIpnIze meetings tor board of directors
.

.--
...

.

. -

,-

*
.

.

.

,

el
,

--,

. _

,

._

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

, .

. . ,
_

.
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4

KEY

0-0aily l-Performed by beginning employees
M-Meekly A-Performed by advanced employees
HI-Heatkly 11-Performed by manager
f-Veirly 0-Performed by owner
0-Other WO-Manager/owner

MAINIIMAN.Lt

qther Comments.
' (Who performs.

.the task)

.-

Keep work. storage, and delivOry areas neat and clean
_

_

1W:form lighFiniTnienance orbilai vehicles; e.g., oil level
tire pressure,.battery Si radiator water levels other fluid

,

,
.

levels, etc.

-riadfm-iiviiiftine-up orInsiness vehiElesby'replacement or
spark plugs and ignition points

Change oil and grease business vehicles
Perform minor Carpentry repairs; e.g., doors, siding,
fences, etc.

,

.

--c-

Repair electrical light switches and exteniiop cords
.

,

Paint buildings and-equidment when needed

Clean and oil electric motors ,

Grease all bearings periodically on equipment
.

Order repair parts for ill equipment

Heinlein and repair small gasoline engines
,

.

_

lif

Repair and/or replace V-belts and drive chains \
,

Replace electrical fuses

.
ReepOill tools clean and properly stored

.

. Clean.grounds of leave% and'litter .

4

.
,

,.
.

,

Spray-chemicals to contr61 weeds and Insect% around.grounds
,

,

.
.

X
MOw and trtm lawns

10 0
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8-Perforeed by beginning employees
'W ekly A-Performed biadvanced employees
I,- thly M-Performed by manager
Y-Vearly 0-Performed by 4maer .,

.0-Other 14/0-Nenager/owner
,

MAINUNANI4 (?)

-41

Other Comments

(Who performs .

the task)

___ _____

.

.

.

i-

Shovel snow
-

.

Operate snow removal equipment _ .

_ __. __

.

------.1_______--.

Repair driveways ,

g

-
.

.

Grade driveways,. ,

r
Fill to proper level ail geamboxes with gear oil

_.

5 .

\
.

r ,
a

. .
.

.. .
.. 1

.
t__. ...

. .
1

.
1

.

.....--

i
. .

. .
R /

.

.

.

).

--.--
.

. '1

AS

1--

--.7.-

R

...--,-----.../4 .
4 .

. .

t
.1

..
. ._-

.
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4pPENDIX C

I.

1%.

Advisori'Commitiee Materials

/
1. Field testka1e6r to advisory-committee - grain elevators'
2. Menda for .sfirst advisory committee meeting - grain elevators
3. Introductory letter to places to be interviewed - grain elevators
4. Informaition letter to advisory committee - meat processors
5. Agenda for first advisdry committee meeting - meat processors
6. Field test letter to advisory committee - meat pr9cessors-
7. Introductory letter to places to,b, interviewed - meat processor
8. General letter requesting ihformation - meat processors

102
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Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

De Pattment of Mri&tural Education and Mechanisation
Telephone 8111-638-W4

October 25, 1979

Herb Sutter, General Manager
Randolph Service Company
-Route-4

Sparta, Illinois 62286

Dear Mr. Sutter:

41.

Enclosed you will find a list of tasks that have been
developed concerning entry level employees for grain elevators..
Thank you for your contributions to the,l1st:e4I would appreciate .

it if you could look over the ist andmake any additions or
deletions you deem riecessary. t If possible, could you circulate
this list among your Colleague to get thetr input?

.

.

Upon completion,of the revised list, I will iend you a copy-4,

and keep you up to date on all developments. (

jVA/hcd

Sincerely,

' Joseph V. Ambrosia
Graduate Assistant

103
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AGENDA

GRAIN ELEVATOR CURRICULUM'PROJECT

WednuiAdy, idnudry lb
c

1:00 p.m. Iroquois Room

. SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

I. iNERDOUCTION TO THE PROJECT.

Overdll project

Pilaw one ogjects
lk
Role of-the Advisory Colauittee

Introduction to task analysis

EXPLANATION OF THE TASK ANALYSI/S

- Credtion of the preliminary task list

- Estdblishalenc of 4rillinolOgy

bryanization ofltask groups

- Addition of tasks and task groups by the committee

- Field test results

III. EXPLANATION OF GRAIN ELEVATOR INTERVIEWS JOE AMBROSIA

I(//
JIM LEGACY .

-JOE 'AMBROSIA

- Development of the task-list and interview form

7 Selection of interview sites'

- Reacition of interview sites by the committee.

IV. SUI.HARY

Results of today's meeting

- Purpose of the next meeting

- Schedule dug for next meeting

r CMplete SIU fordhs, for expenses

104
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Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

'..111Departinent of Agricultural EdudatiOn and Mecharuzation
Telephone 618-636-7733 -

January 25, 1980

a

Thank yOu for consenting to be part of our Grain Elevaior
' Curriculum Board.

Our schedule has been comOleted and the date ind time that you
can die)ect-ms will be at . If this
time and date is.not ccnvenient for'you, please let us know by

' contacting either myself or Dr. Legacy by phoning 800-642-5337,
Va. 258. Y

If we don't hear from your.I will assume this date is convenient.,'
and will be at your establishment as scheduled.

I aM looking forward to meeting with you then.

\Oncerely,

JA/hcd

Joe Ambrosia
Research Asststant

. 105.
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Sbothern Illinois
University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illins 62901

tlepartment of Agricultural Education and Mechanization
Telephone 618--536-.77g3

e.

Novembr 8, 1979

Jhank you for consenting to be paelt of the Advisory CounCil for
our Meat Processing Curriculum Project. This project is part of a
plan to developicompetency-based teaching materials for two agricultural
occupations.

ow- first meeting has been scheduled for November 14, 1979,
Wednesday, from 9:00 am to 11:00 am in the Student Center, second
floor Illinois River Room, here'on campus.

14haye enclosed a copy of the agenda that we will be following
at our meeting.

We are looking forward to seting yoU then. If you have any
questions, feel free to call me at 536-7733.

Sincerely,

Deuise Vahlkamp
Research Assistant
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. AGENDA-- -

MEAT PROCESSING CURRICULUM PROJECT

5. Wednelay November 14 9:00 a.m. Illinois Room
A

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
-

JIM LEGACYI. INTRODUCTIONITO THE PROJECT

- Over;ta Project

- Phase One Objects

- Role of the Advisory Committee

- Introduction to Job Title AnalYElis

II. Explanstlon of the-job Title AnalpVis

Get

Creation of the preliminary job title list

DENISE VAHLKAMP

- Organization.of job title clusters and business groups

Addition of job titles, clusters and.business.grOups by the committee

- Telephone interview format and field test results

- Slection of telephone interviews

III. Explanation oftthe Meat Ptocessors Interviews DENISE VAHLKAMP

- Development of the task list aud interview form

- Selection of interview sites

IV. SUMMARY JIM LEGACY

- Results of todays meeting

Jr-Turpose of thesnext meeting
...

Schedule time for nexc meeting

- Complete SIU forms for expenses

10"1
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.Southarn Illinois
lIniversity at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

Dapartmont of Agricultural Education and Mechanisaiton
'Colophon. 0(0-536-7733 -

December 1 1 , 1.979

ea.

>

Since our Advisory Committee meeting, I have.revfsed our task
list,.and I would like to have you look,over this new edition at this
time and make any corrections, additions or subtractions that you'
feel -are necessary.

Our program is proceeding in an orderly manner, and we are
presently preparing-to make the preliminary appintments with the
chosen meat markets and sicondary.processors (grocery stores). If
you have any suggestions for grocery stores or other secondary
protessors that you feel we-should-include in our interviews, please
let us know soon. We have three secondary processors from region

- three, but still need them for other regions.'

.
We are hoping to hear from, you soon concOning'these matters,

.and would like to extend to you oilr best Wishes for a Happy'Holiday
Season and--,kbi-ight NeWYear,

. Thank you for-your -cooperation and atl yourhelp.

Sincerely,

benise Vahlkamp
Graduate, Research Assistant'

t.
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Southern Illinois.
University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

' Department Of Agricultural Education and Mechanisation
Telephone 818-8341-1111.1

-

January 25, 1980

r

Thank you for consenting.to be part of our Meat Vrocessing
Curriculum, Board.

Our\sChedule has been completed and the date and time that youcan'expect.us will be at - : If thistime and date is not convenient for you, please let us-know by con-tacting either myself or Dr. Legacy by phoning 800-642-5337, ext. 258.

If 'we-don 't hear from you, I will assume this datekis convenientand will be.at your establishment'as scheduled. ,

I am looking forward to meeting with you then.

OV/hcd

-

Sincdrely,

Denise Vahlkamp
.0

Research Atsistant

109
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Simthern Illinois
UniVersay at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

Department of Agricultural Education and Mechanisation
Telephone 6l8-536-7138

We are in the process of defining and describing what meat
processors do in theirjobs. We are doing this so that in the educa-

-tiohal process, we can be More 'specific about thq skills that tfie
beginning learner should develop in occupationaVpr6grams related to
meat processing. In order to get this done, we need to gather infori
mation from many sources which help define what persons in the meat
ptocessing industry do. If you have.any of this type qf information,
would you be willing to help us by sading copies of this informatton?

- We have also.drawn up a list of what processors must do ant
would like td enlist your help by asking you,to review and return
it with anyomments'you ma)? wish to dake.

We are looking forward.to hearing from you on this subject.
Thank you for'syour time and consideration.-

1 Sincerely,

DV/vf

Att.

11 0

Denise Vahlkamp
Research Assistant
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APPENDIX.D .

Publicity and Dissemination Materials

1. letter.to Illindis High Schbol Agriculture Instructors
2. Copy of news release

,
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Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

Dspattntant of Agricultural Education and Ivlacanizatign
To hipbone 01 7738

* KASE REVIEW THE ENCLOSED MAT RIALS *
******************************** *******

TO: Illinois High School Agriculture.Instructufl-

FROM: James.W. Legacy, Agricultural EduCation
Southern Illinois University/Carbondale

RE:. "Agricultural Job Opportunities in
Meat Processing and Grain Handling Industries:'

I.

As itou know, in Illinois agribusiness is a lirgé and growing industry. In
-addition to providing employment for a large number of people, agriculture is

.

. ,a diverse and.rapidly changing field.

.
To promote student interest in agriculture', Southern Illinois Universily and the
Illinois State Board of Education have develop'ed a destriptive bulletin designed
for' use with individual students in career plannihg ses4ions or for use irq the

, clAssroom as a guide to the mcijor business areas of Illinois agriculture. The
-bulletin contains a partial list of job competencies that a beginning employee

- in today's meat procesSing, or grain elevator industry should-possess.

Additional copies of the enclosed "Agri-='
cultural Job .Opportunities in Illinois Meat
ProcessinOnd Grain Handling Industries"
have been printed and are available
upon request. Copies are available on a
cosit recovery basis by using the attached
order form or by contacting:

F. Gene Miller, Director

Curriculum Publisher's Clearing House
.47 Horrabin Hall
Western Illinois University
Macomb; IL 61455
Telephone: 1-800-322-3905

"Agricultural Job Opportunities in Illinois
Meat Processing and Grain Handling Indus-
tries" ,

Please send me copies of the above
ooklet to the 7-6Ting address:

Teacher'

SChool

ddress

it/State/Zip

If You are interested in Wping to
develop the teaching materials for,grain
elevator and meat.processing industry
beginning workersi contact me at the
following address. Your input is an
important part of the final prodmct.

James W. Legacy
AgriculturaliEducation & Mechanization
School of Agriculture
Southern 'Illinois University
Carbondale, IL 62901
Telephone: 1-8007642-5337

Yes, I am interlested in helping design and
develop teachihg materials for grain elevator
and meat pivcessing beginning workers.
Please send rf)e more information:

Teacher

School

Address

Citv/State/Zip
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SIUC COUNTRY COLUMN
by Cordon Billingsley

Agriculture teachers help
write own textbooks

A unique program that will let Illinois high school vocational

a hand in writing their own textbooks has been well received among

state.

11

tea4vers take

teachers in the

"It is surprising the large percentage of teachers 14y) are willing to

participate in writing,their own teching materials.for vocational classes," says

..
, .

.

James Legacy, an assistant profess r of agricultural education at the Southern

SiP
j,

Illinois University-Carbondaj.e hool of Agricultuie. He is project leader for

' the'new peGgram that fs sponLred in part V), Ihe Illinois State Board of Education.

Legacy said more than three-forths of the teachers he,s sought odt have

.1ckelped in the pilot program, which eventpally will be taken to all 450 agriculture

high school teachers in Illinois.

He said the program serves khe additional purpose of helping the cooperating

. teachers to update their information and skills on voiptional topics.,

"The problem we've run_into recently is that vocational teachers' skills can

1;ecome outdated," Legacy said. "The half-life of a'teacher's technical knowledge

in a vocational subject area is usually about seven years..

"This technical knowledge.needs qpdating, and we are hoping that this method

gives teachers an sadded incentive to seek that updaEing. Unlike EngliSh teachers

wto can consult,a textbook, vocational.teachers usually write their own class

materials.

1The,way we help in this case is the focus of the program. About l5"teachers

are hired as consultants. 'They go out into,the industry for which the vocational

113
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-2- Gauntry Calumn

s.
S.

program is designed to train employees, and they find out what ski11 are needed ,

in new employees. Changes in these needs is how a teacher's skills can become

outdated.

The'information that these consultants bring back is gi.en to thb
4

. a .

participating teachers, each of w ii will wri part of the new text.'

. -The Pilot prograrn has 60 hor culture 'etchers enrolled. When thediFogram

is enlarged to encompass the resjuf the state, sub.lect areas will include

.
_

agricultural production, farm supplies ald ervice, agricult. al mechanizatjon,

14
agricultural products, agricultural resources and forestry.

1,

-gb-
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APPENDIX E

Working Copy of
"Self-Instruction Guide for Developing Locally Directed

Competency Based Curriculum"

1[15
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This material was prepared by: Jim Legacy, Gerald Coorts, Thomas Stitt,
William Symons, rred Reneau, Terry Savko, Amy Swigart, Carole Daesch,
Sammye Fark, Sheryl Gueldenhaar, Bob Koehn, 42 Illinois vocational teachers
in cooperation with the IllinoiS state Board of Education, Department of
Adult, Vocational and Technical Education personnel, Peggy Pool and Alan
Utech, and the Department of Agricultural Education and Mechanization of -

Southern.Illinois University at iCarbondale. A A
i 1
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PREFACE

107

Ciatt6itt&
1. DEVELOP A TASK LIST

4

What is a Task List and HOW iS It Uled?
-How to Prepare a' Task List
Chapter One Review

2. INTERVIEW WITH INDUSTRY

Introduction

SummariOng the Employer Intervfew
Sampleijnterview Format
Chapter Two-Review

3. GROUPING TASKS INTO TEACHING UNITS

`1!

Introduction
Three Reasons for Grouping Tasks into Units
Sample List of Teaching Units with Tasks
Chapter Three,Review

WRITING KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL COMPETWY STATEMENTS

Introduction
Writing Skill Statemnts
Writing Knowledge Statements
Chapter Four Review

(

5. PREPARING TEACHING MATERIALS

4
k

Writing Questions and Answers
Writing Skill Steps and Key Points
Chapter Five.Review

6. EVALUATE AND RECORD STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Introduction

On-the-job Evaluation Form
Classroom Test
Skill Test Check List
Chapter Six Review

5

10

15
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This bookItt has been designed. as a-guide for the development of

lotally directed industrylbased vocatiorlal education programs. Teachers

should not be expected to follow each activity nor be' held .only to the

activities and outcomes suggested within this text. The most encouragifig

\feature of the system deicribed here Is tha it has been tr ed and

redesigned with.the experiences of 42 Ill nois vocational teachWs.

The job of teachers reading and following the guidelines of this

bboklet,will_be to develop a vocatconal program which is bAs6\on'the

needs of-industry. Each,chapter has been/summarized with a set of4

questions and alliwers which feature the %portant concepts of chapters.

The opportunity of.theprocess,described here may range 'from devigning

new programs to determining that an existing program was already industry

oriented.' Both outcomes contribute to strengthening
4
Illinois vocatiqnal

programs ..
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Nhat is A Task List HOW ls lE

f
ihe development uf a cumpe!ency based curriculum cdn be beneficial

.La both the instruct&r an,! cogrse_ material selected
for instruction is based 0!ta1 ihdustry's training needs for entry-level
and advanced workers. After designing a curriculum which fulfills this
requirementi, it is easy tq oxplain to students and others why subject
Hotter topic's Oro presentLd in the clas4room. The task list is a collec-
tion of work activities, written, th s list becomes ihe basis.for

. teaching stUdents to perfom work details wiich are most needed ty begin-ning worker.

Ih order to construct a competency based curticulum., it is necessary
tO talk with and interview,employers.

Employers shoUld bp,asked what work
activities (tasks) are performed by beginning and advanced workers. The

'totployer task check, emphasi2es the work aCtivities (tasks) which must be
taught in order to prepare students fov' entry employment in industry. Thus,
course content isAirected by industry's needs as well as what the teacher
may think a beginning or advanced_wol:ker should know to attain employment.

fask identification is the first step in designing a competency based
curriculum. Tasks are items which describe activities.you think are per-
P3rmed by workerS.

//
Step Two is to. deterVine which tasks are mast important to entry or

beginning workers. -St4p two involVes verification of beginning tasks by
interviewing industry employers.

Step Throe - Once the important tasks are identified, the teacher
determines the learning activities which will prepre students to perform
the beginning work tasks. Learning activities are developed by identifying
knowledge and skills whi6 a Worker needs to know or know how to do in,

-.order to perform each task. Knowledge. statements provide the information
necessary for the student to comPlete the task successfully. The skill
statements list thi.1 proper steps involved in the performance of the task.

The readings ond activities of this guide have been deslgped to
assist vocational teacners.ifOhe development of locally dlrecbed competency

-tased programs. The stepS sUg':jetted have beep tried by a group of 42
Illinois Vocatihil Leachers at-both the secondary and post-secondary level.
Many of the sAtiested activities are taken from theit. experiences.
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How to Prepdce_ a Tofk_e.2I

When desilning a.ca0 list it may be.helpful to develop a list)ofpotential 4oh title your program's students will beAble to assume uponcompletion or a training program. This job list helps the teacher identifythe names of businesses which are likely to be employers of a vocationalprogram's studenti',

N.!*********

:EXAMPLE:
*********

L,isted are a..groop of job titles in the horticulture field. Following.each job tide is the name of thetbusiness area which tlie job title is moStoftenissociated with: Identification of business areas for your vocationalprogram is the first step in preparing a task list.

JOB TITLES
BUSINESS AREA

Flower grower
Greenhouse Production

Turf corultant
Turf/Lawn 'service

Landscape gardener Landscape/NurSery

Cut flower designer Floriculture

Once each type of busiriess is identified, elist of_work activitieswhich will be called TASKS can be made. Tasks are short phrases whichdescribe what the business employees are expected to do. Be sure to'con-
sider all possible work activities which might be performed in the business.Task lists usually contain about 100 items_and can be grouped into majorwo0 categories. Remember that this list of tasks is to be taken toindustry representatives for their additions and corrections. Our eXper-ience has shown that the task list is more meaningful if it is broken intoseveral major work categories. The five most used work categories are:1} Production, 2) Sales, 3) Office (clerical), 4)-Mainten nce-, and5) Management.

Below is'a,sample of tasks for each work category Of t e Retail Florist
business. The total task list for the Retail Florist business numbered 97.

PRODUCTION

Make bows
Design floral art angement
Wrap products so I d

120
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SALES

Use tiepnone to aLcept and %end customer orders
Sell flo/d1 prodiKts
Operate'cush v.cter

MAINTENANCE

Clean cooler
Keep work and.del.ivery-ar61 neat
.Maintain tools and equipment.

MANAGEMENT

-Order plant materials
Plan business- advertising
Designate employee work assignments

CHAPTER ONE REVIEW 71)

f

1r,

1. Consider that a vocational horticulture teacher has indicated the'
following as a list of potential jobs for program graduates. Matdh
the potential fjob with the proper siness area.

POTENTIAL JOBS - BUSINESS AREA

Plant propagator
Greens keeper
Floral designer
Gardener
Plant breeder

ANSWERS FOUND ON PAGE 4

A. Horticultu're Sales
B. Floriculture
C. 'Turf & Lawn,Services
D. Landscape and Nursery
E. Horticulture Research
F. Greenhouse Production

4
2. Listed below are ten tasks. Place the number of the f.lrrrent work

category to the left of the specified task.

TASKS
WORK CATEGORY

Plant seed A. Production
Pay accounts payable
Negotiate purchasing and sales B. Sales
contracts
Order repair parts for equipment C. Office (clerical)
-Lable merchandise
Keep picoduction records D. Maihtenance
Propagate plants by cuttings
Use proper storage techniques, E. Management
Take inventory
Ideneify labor. needs,

.ANSWERS-FOUNO ON PAGE 4 121 f
.
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-tliapter:
tft, Pkt,dmtlis

1n,roduLti.h

As a teacher preNoing or teaching competency based courses, you willheed tu contact workers or work sites to vdlidate.the selection'of teaching ..--"---

..

con.ent. 104rder to conduct interviews systematically, a list of busi-

l'

nes s iu yot.ir geographic area is helpful. In addition to the businesses
tha .you are acquaintod with, we suggest including businesses-that may be
suggested by -al.. advisory cDilnittee or listed in the yellow pages of a
telephone direc,kury.

After you'1ave completed a list of businesses, tentatively select af
least.three businesses that.you wish to interView. Of these three bust--
nesses, select one large, one avera-ge size, and one small business in. order

. to'get a cross-sectioning of the businesses in yoUr geographic area.
Businetses that you selett should meet the following Olpric,

1. The:business is engaged'primarily in the broad area your course
, prepare's for employment; it receives 50 percent,or more of. grliss.

income or financial support, from the sale of products or services
in this-area. -

2. The business emploYs workers in the speCialties you are preparing
persans for embloyment in.

Th business uses up-to-date and representativf business practices
a d equfpment:

4. busUess representative is cooperatiye and reseptive to an
4b interview.

. .

-You may wish to bring the list of businesses alid,the names of the
threetbusinesses that yuu plan to interview to an advisorY board meeting
or to scflool officials for their concurrence with your plans.

InterV-iew

In order to develop irriculn which will be based ontasks'that are
more frequently performed by entry-level employees, the tasks have to be .

ranked by Wortance. The talc. statements for production, sales, delivery
and maIntenarice, clerical, and management are ranked by the following
classificatton:

'Essential lal(s
Important Tasks -

Useful'Tasks
Tasks which a beg.ioner doesn't need to knOw

0

1?3
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.4d41 -1'in- ,r .qrt .14C.ItIan Ina lecnani:v.lon

qCinrn 101s

no s 329.01

4
:11Y

tLrongt

Jr ;.'01.3v4tes

3. 5J3go.etoilq

4 itticarlallcd

7. lanagenent

4. %Amer ar imPloyees 4freq
.acactel Inatar new imolortes

1 2-iauCCIOn

2. Sales

3. 3(30KKIMOloq

qaincenance

i. 4snayenent

)ther :Wes
)PT:0400.

tangs 3f :nclele af Employees

3raduction

1. Was

3. 3oosarioing

°,1inttnencel

Management

kET

20rijn :ontactta)

Fill-ttm. 3irt-t1m0 Seasonal

0-0e1ly 8-Perf9rmed by beginning employees
Other Commentsd-Weekly A-Performed ay advanced employees
(Who performs4-Monthly . m-Performed by manager

LANDSCAPE/NURSERY the task)T-Yearly 04,rformed by owner
0-Other 01/0-Menager/owner Production

11001 Plan nursery

.._.

'production schedule s

11002 Take.loil samples ',-

-

11003
-\./

test soil samoles

11004 ,Fel-Wits Olsnts
.

11005 Determin soil nix-for specific plant requirements

11000 Min and oastturite niedia .

11007 . Plant seed
.

. ' , ..-INN Trensplent seedlings ,
x

/

.

.
.11009 Select stock plantt 4,

.

. .
,

Imo Propagate plants by cUttings
. _

11011 '

I

Thin and spar nursery stock

11012 .

label p;anred revs or tra.41 .

11013 Plant cnver crnps
........--_-_

11014

---- ......,-
.

Lay plai!ic .
.

. .

11015 ldentlf, plant material
.

.

.

!kik
,

Identify common friSetti

1 24 ,

.

1144/ Control Insects 4slne anprovol nethods. .

,
.__ . .. .

0
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The and ni.,urtant tlisks serve (15 a basis for ruuired
learning acLiviLies in d competency Lased curriculum.- The .usiful tasks'
are covered briefly cifv! t.111 h, included as optional learning activities in
the curriculum. Task., olico a beginner doesn't heed to know will not be
included in the curricu!uo.

The criteria fo+anking tasks.as essential, important, useful, or
tasks that a beginner does not need to know is listed belovr Sample tasks
from the designer section of toe Retail Florist curriculum are provided
for each rankjiig.

A,.

Essential. Tasks

Tasks were crassified as esSential if the wajority of tbe businesses
interviewed indicated the task was performed by a begimning employee.

Essential Tasks

Identify common flowers and foliage
Follow, safety precautions
Design bud vase
Design simple corsage

Important Tasks

Tusks must be performed by a,beginning and/or advanced employee
in a majority of the businesses thtenviewed in order to be classified
as important.

Important Tasks

Design hospital vase
.Construct planters and terrariums
Give advice on care of cut flowers and foliage
Select'prdper design for occasion

Useful Tasks

ask were classified a-S:Luseful if they were performed by beginning
and/or advanced employees in any of the businesses interviewed.

. Useful Tasks

Design fruit basket arrangement
Design wedding bouquet

. Set up weddings

Tasks which beginners do nut need to know

Tasks which were not performed by beginning and/or advanced
employees in any of the businesses intervieWed were classified as. tesks which beginners do not need to know. ,

Tasks Oiqh a beginner doesn't_need to know

Design casket spray 125
Plan and organize work activities
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LAIAPTLit IWO RIVILW

1. Whot tork1.01, hwt4i fur qAthering competency based curriculum
d'ota by indu.,ir; interview,?

What Auosti.m.. mould bt. .11,0d 011 a preliminary information sheetof an intervIcw guide?

S. What quetiunl. should be ;si,W about each task during ti)I interview?

4. Where can teachers obtriin taSks lists to us4 as a basis for competency
based-interviews?

Which criteria should be used to select business or industry interview
sites')

ANSWERS FOUND ON PAGE 9

2 6

./14'^
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CHAPTER 1WO REVIQ:1ANSWERS

1, A chart furmat (see page 6 ) allows the opportunity to quickly
indicate who performs the task and how often the task is performed.

2. a. Business address
b. Name of person interviewed
c. Number of employees
d. Number of new employees
e. Salary range of employees

.Who perforTs the task?
b. How often'is each task performed?
c. Ask for other comments, if any.

4. a. Universities' vocational teacher education staff members
b. Illinois State Board of Education/DAVTE officials
c. National Center, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
d. Local library loan from Curriculum Materials Center in

Springfield, Illinois

5 a. Business is primarily involved in work related to your
vocational program

b. Busimess employs workers in specialties which yout students
could work

c. Business uses modern practices dnd equipment
d. Business is receptive to an interview
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Introduction (

After tasks that are to be included in the curriculum have been
identified, grouping of tasks into teaching units must be dompleted.
Grouping tasks into teaching units establishes tiie basis for developing
unit learning activities. Tasks can be grouped into units for the following
reasons,:

1. The prerequisite nature of the tasks requires a certain sequence
. of learning

NI. 2. Use of common,materials when performing the tasks
3. Relationship of tasks in an actual work setting or in industry

(work setting order)

Reasons for Grouping Tasks ihto Units

1. The prerequisite nature of the task:

Tasks can be groupel(nto the same unit because of the prerequisite
nature of the task. For instance, the task "Make b9ws" is taught in the
saMe unit as "Design bud vase" in the Retail Florist curriculum. The reason
for this sequence is the prerequisite nature of the task, "Meke bows." Most
bud vases contetn bows, therefore making bows is a task a student needs to
master before designing'a bud vase. Hence, the task "Make.bows" is taught
in the same unit as "Design a bud vase.'

2. Use of conmv materials when performing the tasks: '

Tasks can also be groupedlinto'the same unit because common materials
are needed to perform the tasks., By grouping tasks that,use the same
materials, it is hoped that preparation time and cost of materials will tie
reduced. The task "Receive, handle, and care for cut flowers received from
the wholesaler" is included in the same Retail Florist unit as "Identify
common flowers and foliage." In this situation, the availability of common
materials makes it beneficial to use cut flowers in teaching these two tasks
in the same unit.

IS

3. Work order setting:

Another reason for grouping tasks into units is the relationship of
tasks in an actual work setting. For example, the task "Write cards" js
taught in the same unit as "Wrap OodtIcts s91d" in the Retail Florist cur-
riculum. Often in a retail florist business 4 card for an order is written
immediately prior to wrapping flowers for delivery: -Since these two tasks
are performed"together in Industry, they are taught in-the same Retail
Florist unit,

1[28
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I i ' t I ei i nj Units(with Tasks

S ,( _st I ; r i identi important tasks for theiroworkers.
c, th: ALd Lt1C :hing unils. The toy] listing ofRtil %L-ushihq dud la.As are shown here to give you.an idea

(if 1.h.e_ icd fJr d ,mipetency based program.

1. Idei,itik..0,tiop ot flowur foliages (*Common Ilaterials Example)

!ckintity fl ver, mnd foliages*

advit.e On (ir,: Of cut flowers and foliage
1.;ive informatjen (41 care of plants and cut flowers
Receive, handle, oxl tare for cut flowers received from the wholesaler**

2. ainteliaric and i v(J'y
_

Clean cooler
Maintain tools and equipment
Follow sateLy precautions
Give advice on care of cut flowers
Wrap produCts sold
Deliver orders
Keep work and delivery area neat andtclean
Light maintenahce of delivery vehicle and building

,

3 Desijniny bud vase and wrap...ping flordl product (*Prerequtsite Example).

Design bud vase*
Write cards and lotterip
Make bows*,
Wrap products sold

4. Plant identification, care and selling-prepariition (Work Setting Order
ExampreT

Identify foliage plants and flowering plants
Give information Oh care of plants and cut flowers
Identify plant insect and disease infestations
Construct planters and terrariums
Dress potted plants
Make bows.
Wrap product sold .

A4
Write cards and lettering

5. Selling floral_produCt
.

.
.

Operate cash register
Sell floral product

,

Use tele:41one to accept and send customer orders

RIt



Ose credit systems of payment
Explain and demonstrate accessory items
identity cust lers. needs and wants
Give cost est1utes of flowers and plants
Give informat

6. Designlng corstle.

Design siimple corsage
Design advance corsage

7. Designing basic types of arrangements

Select proPer design for occasion
Select proper vase for design
Select proper flowers for vase, design, and occasion
Design centerpiece \s
Design advance style arrangements such as hospital and grand opening

8. Sympathy arrange69nts

Make bows
Write cards and lettering
Select proper design for occasion
Select propeeLvase for design
Design funeral basket
Select proper flowers for.vase, desils, and ocCasions
Give estimates on funeills and Oeddingt

a

9. Designing advanced style arrangement

Design dried, s lk, and Other permanent arrfngements
Identify dried materials
Select proper design for occasion
Select proper vase for design
Select proper flowers for vase, design, and occasion
Design fruit basket-arrangement

10. D1splay)14 merchandise

Stock shelves
Establish and maintain display area
Set up display area
ChOck invoices of received merchandise'

11. Wedding

Select proper de'sign for occWon
Select wedding bouquet
Set up wedding
Give cost estimates on funerals and weddings

4-
,

1-30

I.
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CHAPTLI: 1II.Li R. VII W

14hu . re hroe i ter l Li used to group tasks into units oft ion?

wny qrouped iii to Mikits?

ANSWtRS. FOWID ON PAGE 14

a

131

No,

.4
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CHAPTER THREE KVIEW ANSaRs.,

1. a. Pr.2requisite
b. Use of conmion teaching materials
C. Work oraer setting

\.

2. Grouping into units establishes the basis for developing learningactivities. The task groups are lists which can be understood byboth industry and education officials.

1

I.

)

132

e`
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0/0-46,101, Sta4htoth,

The pext step in writing your own competency based curriculum is
writing knowledge and skill statements for eacktask. Knowledge and skill
statements convey exact knowledge items and skills to the student. Knowle4gestatements are defined as the intellectual or cognitivt elements needed to
complete the tasks suecessfully. Skill statements are defjned as the
performance or psychomotor elements-needed to complete theAasks successfully.
The knowledge and skill statements,for the sample task statement, "Design asimple corsage" are listed belay. Note ihat the skill statements are
listed in sequence as the task.should.be performed.

Task.
-

Knowledge 1

Skill I

Knowledge 2
Skill 2

Knowledge 3

Skill 3

Knowledge 4
Skill 4

Sample Task Breakdown

Design.a simple corsage

What plant materials are best adapted for the pierce,
clutch, hook or hairpin method of wiring flower stems?
Wire flowers using pierce, clutch and hook methods.

.

0

What colors are Floratape available in?
Floratape wiredflowerand foliage stems.

How shoutd flowersi-- foliag and bows be placed in a
corsage?
Ploce flowers and foliage in,a corsage.

,

What are uses of feathered carnations?
Feather a carnation.

Knowledge ond skill statements can be used in several ways. Somft,
suggested uses of knowledge and skill statAkits are:

1. Provide teacher with course objectives.

2. Provide students with a list of the skills and the knowledge
they.need to have. . /// .

3. Serve as a check-off 141 for student evaluation. The task is
checked when the student has perfected it.

133 -
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4. Provide an effecLive communication link between industry andschool

Provide employers with a list of student's capabilitieg and
achievements.

6. Furnish the means for curriculum evaluation by the vocational
program advisory committee.

The following exercises are designed to acquaint you with the procekt-''of writing knowledge and skill statements. This material is written in
self-instruction Style.

SELF-INSTRUCTION DIRECTIONS:

You may complete this exercise by reading each example carefully
and-answering the questions which fol,iow each example. Check the correct
answer by turning to the page following each question.

- Writing Skill Statements

1. SKILL STATEMENTS MUST BE WRITTEN FOR EACH TASK. Skill statements arethe psychomotor (performarice) elements that are needed to complete the task
successfully. Every task has at least one definite step that has to becomplend in order to perform the task. For example, in order to designa simple corsage a student must wire flowers. "Wire flowers" is a definitestep in the task, "Design simple corsage." Therefore, "Wire flowers" islisted as a skill statemer for the task, "Design simple corsage." _Seeexample 1.

:*********1.

tEXAMPLE 1:
***********

Task Design simple corsage

Skill Wire flowers

Question 1.

Read the following statement ind answer the question below it.

Task Use telephone to accept and send customer orders

Skill Take order by phone

Is "Take 'order by phone" a definite tep that has to be completed to
perform the task, "Use telephone to accept and send customer orders"?

Yes turn to the next page)
No turn to bad' of this page)

134
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'ANSWER TO !MOTION 1

You said. no the skill statempnt, "Take order by phone," was not a'

definite step that had to be completed in order to perform the taSk,

"Use telephone t pt and send customer orders."

Yet, taking the order by phone is the first step for this task.

Since "Take order by phone" is a definite Step in the task, "Use

telephone to accept and send customer orders," it is classified as

a skill statement.

e

4
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42. MANY TASKS HAVE MORE THAN ONf SKILL STATEMENT. Since many taSks
consist of more than one definite step, they require.more than oneskill st tement. Lich skill iis,ed in the example below is a definite
step i IJe task. "De;iyn ';imple corsage."

****44******

* EXAMPLE 2 *
***********

. Task ... Design simple covage

Skili-i- WiTe'flowers

Skill 2 Wire foliage

Skill 3 Floratape wire stems

Skill 4 Secure flowers and foliage

Skill 5 Feather carnations

Question 21.

Read the following statement and answer the question below.

Task Use telephone to accept and.send customer orders

Skill 1 Take order by phone

Skill 2, Send order

Are these ftwo skill stitements definite steps that need to he com4tedin order to "Ust telephone to accept and send customer orders"?
14,

-"fe.,(turn to the next page)
No (turn to back of this page)

*=,

4

4
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ANSWER TO .QUVAION 2.
-

You thought that thcs& two steps were not necessary in order to

"Use telephone to accept. and send custaver orders." PerhOs I should f

explainsa skill s%tatement again. A skill statement is the psychomotor or

(pecformance elemults that 'are needed to perform the task successfully.

Every task has aCleast one.skill statement and many have more. "Take

order by phone" and "Send order." are definite steps of the:task "Use

telephone to accept ahd sendlcustomer orders." These statements are

necessary skill statements, since they are definite steps that must be

completed in order to successfully perform the task.

eir

1
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,3. .AN ACTION VERB SHoULD BE UAD IN EVERY SKILL STATEMENT. Action is
necessary in order to perform a task', therefore, the skill statement must
show acti-on. Skill Aatements provide a basis for studen. activities.
By including action in the skill statements, the student ill-actually
'perform the skill instead of only discussing or observing the skill. 'The
skill statements beccme actual steps that are use0 in performing a task.

1In Example 3a the skill statements do not shgw action. These skill
statements could easily be mistaken for unit titles or discussion topics.
r.A.:., _

............
.

1
.

_.
.

\li'
:EXAMPLE 3a:
************

\

./

Incorrect

Task Design simple corsage

Skill 1 Flower wiring

Skill 2 Foliageviring

Skill 3 Wire stem taping

Skill 4 Securement of flowers and foliage'

Skill 5 Carnastion feathering

ft

However, in Example 3b, specific verbs were used in the skill statemeilt
for identifying the action. By using action verbs, the stateivents have
become the actual steps used in performing the task. When writing skill
statements, try to avoid overusing general verbs such as performland do.
Instead use meelingful verbs that can be applied directly to the skill.

A

1'
*EXAMPLE 3b*
************

Correct

Task Design simple corsage

Skill 1 WirellOwers

**
Skill 2 Wire foliage

Skill 3 Floratape wire stems

Skill 4 Secure flowers and foliage

Skill 5 Feather carnation

13s
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Question 3.

Wedd the skill shitements in these two examples and answer
'ques,tions below:

11

V

-

:EXAMPLE A! ...

***********

Task Construct planters and terrpriums

1 Container preparativ

Skill 2 Plant preparation

Skill 3 Pf.eparation of drainage material,

Skill 4' Media preparation

Skill 5 Procedures for planting terKzgium or planter

Skill Planter-Or terrarium accents

I

:*,!*********

:EXAMPLE B:
***********

Task Construct planters and terrariums

Skill'l Prepare containers

'Skill 2 Prepare plants

Skill 3 Prepare drainage

Skill 4 Prepare media

Skill 5 Planf terrarium or planter

Skill 6 Accent terrarium or planter
- ,

Which example contains skill statements that do not reflect the
guidelines that were discussed in this section.

Example A (turn to next page)
Example B (turn to back of this page)
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At6WLR TO QUIST1oN 3.

' You chose ExciMple 13 as the example which does not reflect the guide-
-A

lines Stated)in this section. However, the skill statements in Example B

contain action verbs whife the skill statements in Example A do not The

skill statements in Example A could be mistaken for unit titles or

discussion topics: For thiT reason, you should use skill statements that

contain action verbs. These skill statements should be actual steps that

are used in performing a task. Example B contains skill statements which
/'

illustrate thils concept.

/ 140

I.
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J
4. SKILL STATENEWS AOULD BE CONCISE AND SPECIFIC. Non-essential words
should te eliminated. In Ekamille 4a, the skit.] ftatement "Correctly wire
flowers to be used in the corsaje" is long and wordy. In order to make
this statement more coucise and specific, several words can easily be
omitted. .The word, "Coirrectly" can be itiminated from the statement,
since correct performarice is expected and understood. The phrase, "to be
used in the corsage" is also unnecessarY since the skill is listed with
the task% "Design simple corsage." It can be assumed that the wired
'flowers will be used i the corsage.

4ti **************

* EXAMPLE 4a *
***'**.*********:

Incorrect

Task Design simple corsage

Skill Correctly wire flowers to be used
in the corsage

in Example 4b, the skill statement is brief, yet contains all the
necesViry inforAtion. The skill statement, "Wire flowers" tells the
student exactly what needs to be done.

Task

**************

EXAMPU 4b *
**************

Correct

Design simple corsage

Skill Wire flowers

Questjo*.
4

Which of the following skill statements are concise, and yet still
,

remlay all the necessarY information to the student?,

Task

Skill Statethent A

, Skill Statement B

If yob selected:

Skill Statement A
Skill Statement 13

Set up a wedding

Lorrectly arrange the decorations that
will be used in the wedding

Arrange wedding decorations

(turn to back of this page)
(turn to next page) ,
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ANSWER TO QUESTION 4.

You thought skill statemmt. A, "Correctly.arrange th ecorations

that will be u.7,ed irrthe wfdding," was concise. It doe; contain all the

necessary information, but I wOuld hardly call skill statement A concise.

The word "Correctly"tan be eliininated from the statement, since correct

performance is expeeted and understood. The phrase "that will be used in

the weddirtg" is also unnecessary since. the Skill is listed with the task,

"Set up d wedding." It can be assumed ,Oarte decorations will be used

in the wedding.

i

Skill statement B, "Arrange weddilg decorations," 'is concise but

still contains the necessary informati n tile student needs tb learn. The

statement tells the student exactly what needs to b e done.
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Writing_ Knowledge Statements

5. KNOWLEDGE STATEMENTS UST BETTEN FOR EACH TASK. Knowledge state-ments are the intellectual or cogn ive elements that need to be learned
in order for the student to perform the tas-k successfdily. In Example 5,
the.skill statement is "Wire flowers." Ln order to wire flowers, the
student must know when and how to use the pierce, clutch, hook or hairpin
methods of wiring flowers. Therefore, these three methods are listed asa knowledge statement.

*************

: EXAMPLE 5

Task

Knowledge What.plant materials are best adapted-
efor the pierce, clutch, hook or
hairpin methods

Skill Wire flowers using the pierce, clutch
and hook or hairpin methods

Question 5.

In the following example, is "Telephone etiquette" a cognitive element
that the student needs to know in order to "Take order by phone"?

Task Use telephone to accept and send customer orders

Knowledge Telephone etiquette

Skill Take order by phone

Yes (turn to next page)
No (turn to back of this page)
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ANSWER TO QUESTION 5.

You said that "Telephone etiquette" is not a cognitive element

neAed in order to complete the skill, "Take order by phone." Consequently,

you are saying that "Te1eph6ne etiquette" should 'not be a knowledge statement.

Yet, in order to take an order py phone you should ,know propir telephone

etiquett. For this reason, ."Telephone etiquette" is correctly li'sted

as a knowledge statement.

6.
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6. KNOWLEDGE STATCMLNI-S SHOULD BE CONCISE AND SPECIFIC. Non-essentialwords should be eliminated. In Example 6a, the knowledge statement,
"Khow the corrett way to wire flowers(from the three basic methods," is
long and wordy. The word "Know",is unnecessary because this sentence
is listed as a knowledge statement. It can be assumed that the.student
will have to know the items in the statement. The phrase "the correct
way to wire flower's" is also unnecessary and assumed since the knowledge
statement is listed under the skill statement "Wire flowers."

The phrase "the three basic methods" is very general. By replacing
this phrase with "the pierce, clutch,.hook or hatTin method requirements"
the knowledge statement becomes muto more specific and meaningful (see
Example 6b). By actually listing the items that need to be known,.Jhe.....knowledge statement also provides the items for a itud#nt mastery check
list. The list enables the student to easily reaMe Ovich specific items
need to be known in order to perform a task. It also allows the teacher'to easily record specific items as they are-mastered I* each student.

,

11416,**************

********

Incorrect

Task Design simple corsage

knowledge Know the correct way to wir flowers
from the three basic met dstie

Skill Wire flowers

**************

EXAMPLE/ 6b
**************

Correct

Task Design simple corsage //

Knowledge Pierce, clutch, hook or hairpin
method requirements

-Skill Wire flowers

14 5
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Question u.

The two sets uf ktirflefhe and skill statements below are used in thetask,("Set up a weddi " However, one knowledge statement is long andwordy while the óthf ls more concise. Select7the knowledge statementthat is stated con sely.

Task Set up a weddin9

Knowledge A Know the correct placement of(

th0,edding materials

Arrange wedding decorations

Knowledge B Placement of wedding materials

SOU Arrange wedding decorations

If you selected:

(Wwledge A (turn to the back of this page)

Knowledge'B (turn to nexi page)

Nt



AASWtR 10 QULSTION

You selected knowledge state:dent A, "Know the correct placement of

tbe weddiny materidis," ds the concisely written knowledge statement.

However, in this staioment the word, "Know" ts unnecessary. It can be

assumed that the student will have to know the items in b4Rwstatement

since it is I sted (4s 'd knowledye statement. The word "correct"'cSn be

eliminated sicie correct performance can be ilftumed. By makinythese

changes, the knowledge statement becomes more concise (see example below)./
.

4

AM

Task Set up a wedding

knowledge A Placement of wedding materials

Skill Arrange wOding decorations
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7. KNOWLEDGE STATEMENTS ARE NOT JUST THE "HOW TO" STEPS OF THE SKILLSTATEMENTS. The knowledge statementS contain information the student
needs to know in order to upply the skill and/or complete the skill.These statements are most useful when they are specifitand deta1le4,

In Example 7a, the knowledge statement is "How to wire flowers."
However, the4 student needs to know more than just how tb wire flowersin order to "Design a simple corage." The student needs to know piethree specific methods of wiring flowers, when to use each method, andwith what flowers: Example 7b demonstrates how to detail and specifya generalkknowledge statement.

*******4******

: EXAMPLE 7a :

Incorrea

Task Design simpl-e corsage

Knowledge How to wire floWers

Skill Wire flowers

**************

* EXAMPLE 7b
**************

Correct

Task Design simple corsage

Knowltdge Pierce, clutch, hook or hairpin
method requirements.

Wire flowers
J.!

no*

A
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Question 7.

Using the previously mentioned guidelines, select the detailed
. knowledge stat is correctly written.

Task Use ne to acce t an send customer orders

Knowledge A How take order by telephone

' Skill Take o der b phone

Knowledge B Telephoneetiquette

Skill Take order by,phone

If you elected:

Knowledge A (turn to back of thisAmge)

Knowledge B (turn io next page)

1

Is
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You selected knuwli,dqe statement A, "How to take order by telephone,"

as the correct Mallen knowledge statement. However, knowledoe state-

ments should not be mferely the "how to" of the skill statement. The

knowledge statement should contain the items that need to be learned:in

order to perform the skill. Knowledge statement A can become more
,P

specific and detailed by changing'it to read "Telephone etiquette:4'

Students should know proper telephope etiquette before they take customers'

orders over the telephone.

k)
k

,

15'&

*
/

:
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8. KNOWLEDGE S-TA1LIENTS DO NOT CONTAIN ACTION VERBS. Knowledge state-
ments:contain. the .cnitiva eleoents required to complete the 'task. The
statements contain items the student needs to know in order to complete
the task and anwigt fhe actual performance of the task. Therefore, the
knowledge statements do not contain action and do not require an actionverb. In Example 8a, the action verb "use" is included in the khowledge
statement. Example 8b demonstrates how to write a knowleOge statement
without an action Verb.

**************
* *
* EXAMPLE 8a **
***************

Incorrect

Task
. Design simple corsage

Knowledge ,Use combination pierce and clutch method

Skill Wire foliage, 1R

**************

* EXAMPLE 8b *
**************

Correct

Task . Desi9n &imple corsage

,Knowledge Combination pielsce and-clutch method

Skill Wire foliage

Question 8.

'Does the example below contain a well-written knowledge statement?

Task Construct planters and terrariums

Knowledge Use containers suited for occasion

Ski.11 Prepare containers

Yes (turn to back of thiS page)
No (turnto next page)

15!
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AHAB TO OISTIa

Yua thouqht. tha.t tot, t,nowled9e statement, "use containers suited for
(---

occasiun" is wll written. Yet it Lontains the action verb, "use" and

since knowledge statements Jo not show action, they do not require an

action verb. Therefore, the. word "use" can be omitted, so the knowledge \\,*
statecient reads, "Containers suited for occasion."
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9. OANY SKILL..JAFWENT!. HAVE MORI THAN ONE KNOW4DGE STATEMENT.Aince
fflany skill stdtements require more than one intellectual or cognitive
element in order to pertorm the skill, more than one knowledge .tatement
may be needed in order tu reldy the information to the student (see
txample 9a).

**************

FXAPLE 9a :

Task

Knowledgel
Knowledge2

Skill

Correct

Design funeral hasket

Proper foundation Materials
Proper securing methods

Prepare contain

However, more than one knowledge item can be liste per knowledge
statement.

**************

: EXAMPLE 9b

Task

Knowledge

Correct

Design simple corsage,/

PierCe, clutCh, 66ok or
hairpin methods

Skill Wirquflowers
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How Many 1:nowledge 1)tdtelJents Do I .Need?

Use only One knowl,!dge statement when:

a. cognitive items dre used in order
to perform a single action

b. cognitive items are mutually
exclusive

In Example 9b the knowledge state-
ment contains items which are methods
of wiring flowers. The methods are
all used to perform the Ongle action
of wiring flowers. The knowledge
items are also Xutually exclusive.

When yoii are using one method of
--... wiring flowers (such as the.pierce

method), youi will not be using any
of the other methods of-wiring .

'flowers. Therefore, the 3 methods
of wiring flowers: pierce, clutch,
hook or hairpin, are all listed in
one knowl6dge statement.

Question 9.

Use more than one knowledge state-
ment when:

a. cognitive items are used to
perform separate Ictions

In Example 9a, since the two
knoWledge items are used to perform
two separate actions, they are
listed separately. In the first
statement, the student must know
the foundation materials that are
available, as well as the containers
and flowers that can 'be used witr`
each of the foundation materials.
Secondly, the student must know the
methods.of securing foundation
materials to containers, the con-
tainers best'oted for each method,
and the foundation material best
adapted to each method. Therefore;
the cognitive aspects of preparing
co tainer art listed as two
nowlècJe statements.

In the example below, is it correct to iise 3 knowledge statements tolist the knoWledge items instead of using only one statement?

Give cost estimates of weddings

Wedding design markup
Labor requirements
Materials used in design

Skill- Estimate cost for wedding designedL,,f

Yes (turn to the next page)
No (turn to Ihe'back of this page)

Task

Knowledgel
Knowledge2
Knowledge3

154
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1.1644k 10 WHEION 9.

You said that rt vas.hu', co,rf. to use three.knoviledge statendnts

to relay the Olree knowled.., items. ee, the three items are used tp

pertom srOarate actions. Heddinci deslgn markup. Labor requirements,

and Mate;rials kied in desi9n" are all-used to perform three separate

aCtion1). 'Consequently-, the three knowledge items should be listed

separately in three knowledge statements.

15 5

4
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ChAPTtR FOUR RIVIcl

ONLUIGNS:

Lelow aresthe knowledge and skill statements used in the unix,
"Diiplaying Merchandise." However, some of the knowledge,and skill state-ments contain mistakes. Using the mistake clues, locate and coOrect themistakes. Use the work sheet on the following page to rewrite statements.

Task 1

Knowledge A
Knowledge B

Skill

Task 2

Knowledge A
Knowledge B

Knowledge C

Skill

Task 3

Knowledge

Skill

DISPLAYING MEPCHANDISE

Stock shelves

Perform inventory of stock
Stock shelf organized in
effective manner
Stock and supplies replenishment

Establish.and maintain display areas

Know display types.
Use of Color coordinates in the
display
Know steps used in maintaining
display

Correctly display m0-chandise

Task&

Knowledge 8
Knowledge'B

Skill

Mistake Clues

Has action xerb
Long and worily

No action verb

See Example

8b pg. 33
6b pg. 27

3b pg 20

Understood word 6b pg. 27
Inessential word
and long & wordy 6b pg. 27
Inessential word
and lOng & wordi 6b pg. 27 .

Inessential word 4b qpg. 23

Set up display area

Impulse item location and Lse of Only one knowledge
background

statement 9a pg. 35 .

Effective display construction No action verb,
of.display area

3
long & wordy 4b pg. 23

Check invoices of received merchandise

How to check damaged items
Know which items are missing
Check merchandise received
with invoice

15

Not "how to" -7121 pg. 30
Inessential word,
long & wordy 6b pg. -27

No mistakes
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'Task 1 .."--,Stock shelves

Knowledge A

Knowledge B

Skill

Task 2

Knowledge A

Knowledge B

Knowledge C

Skill

Task 3'

. Knowledge A

Knowledge B,

Skill

Task 4

Knowledge A

Knowledge B

Skill

147

DISPLAYING MERCHANDISE

Worksheet

Establish and maintain display areas

Set up a display are&

Check'invoices of received merchandise

After you have corrected the mistakes, check your answers those onthe next page.
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ANSWERS TU PIAP1,1Z 1-JUR REVIEW.

Task 1

Knowledge A
Knowledge B

Skill

DISPLAYING MERCHANDISE

iteck shelves

Stock inventory
Stock organization
Replenish stock & supplies

Task 2 Fstablish and maintain display areas

Knowledge A
Knowledge B
Knowledge C

Skill

Display types
Color coordinates
Display maintenance
Display merchandise

Task 3 Setup display area

Knowledge A Impulse'item location
Knowledge B Use of backgrounds

Skill Construct display

1,

Task 4 Check invoices of received 'merchandise

Knowledge A Damaged items
.Knowledge B Missing items

Skill Check merchandise received with invoice

5Sb
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Ckapter
PlutpAkviii, -Lam t&Ltd&

Introduction

The list of skill and knowledge statements developed in chapter five
provides a good teaching outline. The process described in this chapter
is one which transforms the industry-based outline into materials which
a teacher can use in the vocational classroom. These materials must include
answers to the kgowledge statements of chapter five as well as a description
of how to perform the skill statements.

Writing Questions and Answers

First, let qs examine how the knowledge statements can be transformed
into teaching materialg. nch knowledge statement can usually be developed
into a series of questions and answers. The ability to answer these questions
should provide the knowledge necessary to successfully perform a related
skill or task. For example, the unit "Design Corsage" has a knowledge
statement titled "Pierce, clutch, hook or hairpin Method requirements."
Ihis knowledge statement does not pro41de the specific details which 'heed
to be lear'ned. The questions and answers which follow this'knowledge'state-
ment will provide the information whicb needs tç be learned by the student.

.

********

:SAMPLE:

Knowledge Teaching Material

Unit Title: Design Corsage

Knowledge Statement: Pierce, cluich, hook or hairpin method requirements

Question: What are the 3 basic wiring methods for corsage design?

\ Answer: 1, Clutch
2. Pierce
3. Hook or hairpin

Question: What are the eommon tises of the hook or hairpin method?

Answer: 1. Daisies using #24 gauge wire
2. Pompons using #24 gauge wire
3. Stephanotis using #28 gauge wire

15 d
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Questiow tmat are thu common uses of Ole pierce wiring method?

Answy: 1. _CIrnattes using #24 gaugewire
Roses using #24 gayge wire

3. Gardenias using 024 gauge wire
4. Some orchids using #24 gauge wire

Question: IThat are the common uses of the clutch wiring method?

Answer: 1. Feathered carnations using #24-26 gauge wire
2. lily-of-thevalley uiing-#26 gauge wire
3. Gladiolas using #26 gauge wire
4. Some orchids using 41,24 gauge wire

You may notice that the detail provided by this method makes thematerial useful for self-instruction or independent study. If the voca-tional teacher doesn't know what questions or answers should follow each
knowledge statement, the industry interview'personnel can again be usedas a resource.

Writing Skill Steps and Key.Points

Once the knowledge statemtnts are developed into teachtng materials
the skill statements need to be detailed. One method found to be usefulby teachers is to list the steps i.n performing the skill and adding keypoints to the steps as needed. The sample'skill 'Wire flowers' is sub-
divided into different methods of wiring flowers. Each method is treated
as a skill and is detailed by adding steps and key points. y

**********

: SAMPLE 4,*

**********

Skill Teaching Mater

Unit Title: Destgn Corsage

Skill Statement: Wire flowers

Skill Name: Wire flowers using thepierce method :

Steps in performing skill

1. Pierce wire through the
Calyx-

.

Pull wire down next to steM

oint or k oirits for each ste

Wire ends should be of equal..
lengths

160
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**********

* SAMPLE :*
**********

Skill Statement: Wire flowers

Skill Name: Wire flowers using the hook or hairpin method

Steps in performing_ ski 1 1 K oint or ke soints for each Ae

I. Make a a" hook on the end
of the wire

2. Insert 1.)ire through center
of the flower

3. Pull wire & hook through
the flower so wire is
hidden in the flower

4

Be careful not to pull wire too
tight and cut the flower in half

Once again, the amount of information provided by this system allowsthe material to be used as self-instruction or independent study guides aswell as teachiny plans foi the instruction.
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Teacher, who :1./e iiscd thc competency based approach have indicatedthat evaluation of sk;11 performance is best when a skill check list isused. rhe check list serves as a reference for the person being testedas Well as a guide tor the teacher who checks ihe student's performance.The following provides an example of how a check list can be-developed.

CORSAGE DESIGN

EVALUATION CHECK LIST

Maximum Score - 100 points

SlUDENT'NAME

1. Does the corsage have a pleasing size and
shape?

2. Is the corsage light and airy?

3. Is the corsage.lightweight and comfortable
to wear?

Is color used effectively?

5. Does the corsage follow desig principles
such as flower color, foliage, and
ribbon/bow selection?

6. Is the corsage attractive from the side as
ivell as from the front'?

7. Are the mechrics in the corsage good?

wire covered flowers properly wired

wires neatly proper selection of
taped wire #, gauge and length

8. Will the corsage hold together throughout
the planned activities?

9. Ipthe size of the corsage correct for ity
price and the size of the person wearing it?

10. Is the overall appearance of the corSage
pleasing?

162
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.1. What ls the format for pveparing teaching materiag for knowledge
sAatement,,?

L . What i-Fr-t-K format tor preparimq teaching materials.for skill
statements?

3. What is the adva"ntaye of preparing written teaching material.s for
knowledge dnd skill statements?

ANSWERS FOUND ON PAGE 46

It

Jo'

1 6 3

,1
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ANSWERs 10 CHAPTER FlVErREVIEW

1. Use tne question and answtr format.

2. Be a list of steps with key points as needed.

3: The teaching materials provide sufficient detail to be used 41s1-self-instruction or /independent study materials as-well as a'teacherlesson guilde.

4.

,)

.4
4
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Chap ite r
uot,Lukti; aliytkto-kid,

Sfithrtt Adavotott
Introductir

When competency based teaching materials have been completed, student
evaluation should center around the skill and knowledge statements needed
to perform work tasks. Skills may be performed and evaluated both in the,
clusrooikand on the job. 'The on-the-job evaluation by an anployer giveS
the>:student a considerable advantage if the evaluation is later used to
obtiin full-time employment. Other enployers seem to Pay special attention
to work evaluations made by fellow business persons. The check list sample
below provides an idea of the format Which can be used .to.evaluate student
performance.

A

ON-THE-J08 EVALUATION FORM

SrUJENT NAME.
COOPERATING BUSINESS:

rEAChER S 1AME
41ORK SUPERVISOR:

OATES OF EMPLOYMENT:

OESIGNING CORSAGE

4

Make bows

.'nowleoge Complementary riboun color and size.
Skifl

1

Construct bow with 43 rihbon

Possible Uses

Check when
completed
by student

Oksign iimple corsage
0

Knowledge, .Pierce, clYch, nook or nairpin method
requirements

Skill1 Wire flowers

Knowledge) Combination pierce t clutch method
- ,requirements

Skill2 wire foliage

Knowledge3
Skill3

Knowiegge4
Ski1,4

Knoulecgec

Floratape colors
Flor3itape wire stems

Placement of flowers., foliage S bow
Secure 'lowers and foliage

Feathered carnation ,ses
Featner carnations

Design. aqvante'corsaoe

Prerequisite: Cosign Simple.corsage

;now:edgel. Placement of flowers, follaqe bow
. ;Kill] Assemble corsage

Knowledge) .Special treatmipts for handling orchids
'Or Ordentas ,

tkill) opals:In ukinn

,

6 5

Validation .
by on-the=
jbb super-
visor
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i s, s.rui ICj t 1

- tc:Cor exdid (.an disc be developed usinethe competencyba.,cd teot_iing hidceriaLs. The question:and answer format of.the knowled0rioeued to si4cessfu1 ly perforld work tasks serves as the basis for penciland paper tests. Tho example quiz deinonstr4tes how the questions andbyors i wwlf.'11 -,t,tte..ent can be used-to prepare a written test.

DESIGNING CORSAGE QWZ
.1

STUDENT NAME:
*TEST SCORE:.

10 [Al,. 1. Hatch

Flower Wiring Method

a. Carnation
b. Gardenia
c. Daisy
d. Feathered carnation
e. Rose
f. Pompon
g. Stephanotis
h. Lily 'of the Valley
i. Orchid
j. Gladiola'floret

10 pts. 2. Fill in

1. Pierce
2. Clutch_
3. Hook or hairpin

a. Number ribbon is used-for most corsage bows.

floratape is most commonly used in corsages
a9d,bouquets because of its natural color,

,

c. In order to achieve balance, the and
in color should be used as the top f ower of the corsage.

should be used to'frame the flowers in corsage,
jn-s-I-Ja-of overpowering thsem.

KEY TO QUIZ: .1. 1; 1; 3; 2; 1; 3; 3; 2; 1 or 2; 2 ..
9

3; Green; smallest and lightest; Foliage

166



1. iotL. Otuuld 14.,L11 evdludtion tools be in?

2. l!hdt for knolOedge evdluation tools be in?.

3. How both teacher dhd work supervisors evaluate student progress?

ANk,JEIRS i(OUND ON PAGE. 56

sr

161

t

,

.1



AN5WUS TO CHAPIL ,IX 1.1ULLW

A check or pru-detevpined criteria assists both the studentand teticher in Jill performance and evaluation.

2. A pencil and papo- test can easily be developed from the questionsrid onswers which /ollow .each knowledge-statement.

list of skill and knowledge statements for each teaching unitcan be made. This list can Oen be used to evaluate and recordstudent progress.

A

1

168 -
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APPENDIX F

<77( Sample Locally Directed Competency Based Teaching Unit

'16

101

1.
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BEDDING PLANTS

Identification

Identifying greenhouse bedding plants:

How are bedding plants identified-according to use?
1. Edging plants
2. Border plants
3. Bedding plants
4. Cutting flower plants
5. Background plants
6. Container plants

(/
What are the advantages of using an assortment of bedding plants:
1. Larger assortment of color, form, foliage type and plant height
2. Relatively longer flowering season .

Plant selection:

Which bedding plants 6 recommend:

Alternatives Factors

1. Flower colors
2. Season of bloom
3. Plant height ,

4. Growing conditions
5. Type of planting (bed, flower box,

border, edging, hanging basket, etc.)

1. Where will they be planted?

3. In What types of planting
' will they be used?

4. Location: Sun or shade

5./ Plant height, spacing, sun
or shade r

ft

Select bedding plants for specific situation:

Steps,

1. Select plants according to
location

2. Select,for-celor preference

3. Select-forleat tolerance

170

Key Points

1. Low growing for edging and
borders; taller (14-24") for
center of bed; tall (over 24")
for background; short, spread-
ing types for baskets, urns,
and window boxes

2. Colors May be keOt solid,
'blended, or conttoted
Many bedding pleflin will not
tolerate full summer sun
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Symptoms of disease:

t:

What are the common diseases of bedding plints and their symptoms?
Aphids - curling of leaves, deformity of buds (easily controlled by

most insectitides):
Damping-off - rotting of stem at soil level (prevent by using ster-

ilized soil, soilless media or/and allowing media to dry
between watering. A"fungicidal drench may be used).

Botrytis - attacks upper plant parts. Infected plants die and are
covered with grey mold. (Fungicidal sprays, discarding
'infected plants, increasing air circulation and keeping
foliage dry help deter disease).

What are the qualities of healthy bedding plants?
1. Sturdy, bushy growth and deep green leaves

Select healthy and vigorous plants!

Steps

1., Examine plants for curled leaves,
damaged buds, dark or discolored
stems, or evidence of molds

Adjust growing tonditions:

Steps

1. Use loose, quick drairiing sterile
media

2. Provide adequate moisture fOr ger-
mination

3. Provide.proper temperature for
germinatton

4. Provide proper temperaiore for
maturation

5. When pair of true leaves have
appeared, prick oif .

6. Fertilize transplants regularly
7. Speed or retartfgrowing rate by

manipulating temperature or using
retardant

Key Points

Plants should appear.sturdy,
bushy And present deep green
leaves

Key Points

1. 1/-2 peat; 1/2 perlite or
soilless mix

2 Check daily for moisture

3 65-70° fright; 75-78° day

4 4-60° night; 60-65° day

5

6. Use balanced 20-20-20 fertilizer
45-50° night; 50-65° day to
retard. 70-75° to hurry
A-peat or B nine

171.
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4. Select for blooming habits

5. Select for plant spacing

4. Each type of plant has its
time of bloom

5. Leave a space between plants
of approximately one-half its
height

't Cultural practices:

What are the cultural practices for growing bedding plant5W
1. Start plants on proper growing schedule
2. Begin plants in flats and transplant to market packs
3. Use loose quick draining medium
4. Medium should be sterilized
5. Sow in rows except for very fine seeds
6. Provide constant moisture by mitting
7. Remove cover when germination starts
8. 65-70° night temperature; 75-78° day temperature during germination
9. After most have germinated--55-60° nights, 60-65 days

110. Still keep moist but drier than germination
114. When true leaves appear, transplanting may,occur
12. Use a pencil to prick off seedlings
13. Handle seedlings by leaves
14. Tamp soil'around trapsplant
15. Gently water in
16. Label Rarket pAckets at transplanting
17. Fertilize regular'ly with 20-20-20 'With water
18. Slow or speed up growth by regulating temperature (45-50° to slow,

50-65° day). (70° night, 750 day to hurry)
19. Or use growth retardants which do not inhibit flowering

Plant names:

What are the bedding plant crops marketed in the midwest area?
Vegetables: Tomatoes (Better Boy, Early Girl, Beefmaster, Small Fry,

Patro)i Peppers (Bell Boy, California Wonder, Hungarian
Yellow Wax, Long Red Cayenne);, Muskmelon (Classic, Burpee
Rybrid); Eggplant (Royal Knfights, Beauty); Cabbage (Flat
Top, Emerald Cross)..

Flowers: Ageratum, Alyssum, Asters, Begonias, Coleus, Dusty Miller,
Impatiens, Lobelia, Marigold, Pansy, Petunia, Phlox, Salvia,
Snapdragon, Verbena, Zinnia

Apply proper name:

Steps

1. Given bedding plants or bedding
plant photographs apply the cor-
rect common name to plant

Key .Points

172
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Harvestinl greenhouse bedding plants:

When are greenhouse grown bedding plants ready for harvest?
1. When they are developed well enough to be transplanted outside
2. After they have been hardebed off

Harden off bedding plants:

s Steps_

1. Move transplanted seedlings
outside

2. Observe temperature
3. Extend hardening time gradually
4. Water whenever plants begin to

wilt

Key Points

1. Place transplant tray up
off the ground

2. Seedlings must not freeze
3. Begin with two hours per day
4: Strong sunlight and wind cause

excessive drying

Harvest bedding plants:

Steps_

1. Select plants1which are appealing
to the prospective customer

2. Place identification tag into
each pack

Key Points.

1. Sturdy,well-branched, deep
green, well-rooted (showing
sothe flower color if possible)

2. Customer needs to identify
each pack

Sorting bedding plants for quaUV:
dr

Why shouid bedding plants be quality sorted?
1. High-quality is most Opealing and gives the greatest return
2. Smaller plants can be held back to extend the.sale season

Sort bedding plants for quality:

Steps

1. Select'for uniformity of:
-height', foliage color, igoot
development; hdrdiness

2. -Select plants with some flower
icolOr

3. All pack should be full of live
plants

4. Tag all packs before displaying

Key Points

1. All plants in a tray should
be as uniform as possible

2. Most customers will purchase
plants showing some color
more readily

3. Transplant to get a.live
plant-in each cell-
Identify each pack in the tray
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Chapter Titre Bedding Plants

QUALITY SORT BEDDING PLANTS
.

Score Card (Skill Check Sheet)

Items Maximum' Spore

1. Does each cell in the tray contain a 10
live plant?

7. Are.all plants uniform? 10

,3. Do any plants indicate insect damage? 10

4.-Do ely plants indicate the nresaryee
of disease?

5. Are all plants dark green in color/ 10
4

6. Do all plants show a well developed
root system?

7. Is there any indicatfon the plants are
suffering from the lack of moisture?, 10

8. Nave al/ the plants been ninchedtO
inditcetbranching? 10

9. Are all plants in -the tray "true" to.,
varie ty?

lk 10

10

10

10. Do some plants in the,tray show some
buds or flowers?

174

10

100

4P

4

1

Your Score

P

I. .
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Gre.nhouse Production nrd Manngement

Chapter 11 Bedding Plants

LESSON SCRIPT

Identify Bedding Plants

Matching

1. Plants that take
more than One _year
to comnlete their
life cycle
Low growing plants
(less than 10")are
used for
Tell plants (241'-
36") are used for
Using a variety of
bedding plants
usually nrolongs
the

5. TheAnnual that
has the greatest .

assortment of
colors is

6. An example of an
annual used as a
dried flower

7. Often carried through
the winter as a
flowering houseplant

8. The annual that does
very well:in reseeding
itself

9. An annual most
iresistant to insects

10.NUsed as a filler
flower for arrangements

A. Petunia
B. Marigold
C. Edging
D..Ke1ichrysuM

(straw flover)
E. Perennials
F. Givnsonhila

(baby's breath)
G. Background

. N. Portulaca
(rose moss)

I. Geranium
J. Flowering season
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LESSON TITLE Chlpter 1 l Bedding Plants

INSTRUCTOR NOTES LESSON SCRIPT

.

,

.seed. '

.started plants

petunia -,

edging
borders -

,

annuals

bacl4round

flower color.,

frost is passed

6-8 weeks

,

.

.

.

,

,

....--

Bedding Plant Uses .

Fill in'the,blAnki
. I

1. BeAding plants may be started from

.

.

.

>

.

or bought as.

?."The most widely used bedding plant is the

3. Usually the low growing bedding plants are
used for and/or

4. Bedding plants that comple.tö their life cycle
in one year are called

.

5. Tall flowering plants are used as
planti.

6. Annuals are mass planted to emnhasi7e their
large assortment of .

7. Most annualA should be planted,outdoors after
the danger of

.

8. Seed flowering annuals nrior
to outside planting. .t.

.

.I.

, ,
. ,

,

.

.

.

.. .

.

.,

,

..

4,

.

.

( ,.. .

,

,

. .

. .,
.
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Gertilinating Seeds

Performanos Objective: Given $ quantity of seeds tho 4t shall be
d--*1112

oble to successfully germinate them according to the taek statements given
below (taken from VAS 50102) as-judged by the teacher.

Introduetiont.F1owering annuali.are grown koughout Illinois and moat of

the United !tattoos. They,cook, in e myriad.of kinds and colors and are
n important part 0 garden center tales. The purposelof this task skeet

,is demonstrate and accepted and easy method of seed.germination applicable
not only to annuals but to othemtikinde of seeds. as wen.

OW
A seed flat
Soil mixture (1 part loses, 1. part

shicedded peat moss, 1 part sand or
Oerlite)
A place,to steriliam soil
Vermiculite
Seeds
Thersm or Captan fungicide
Board SO thick and not quite as. *
long as tho width of the seed flat.

Skills:

Knowledge:,

Task Statements and tvalutaiion

1. Sterilise the flat and any tools which will come into contact witH the
soil mixture dUring the cperation.

[ 1 -----'

Lightly covarthe holes or cracks in the bottom of the flat with sphagnum
miss to ..id in the soillaid to maintain adoituate drainage. rill the
flat o 3/4" from the top with mil mixture.

1 1

3. Level and gently firm the soil and then moisten it,by sprinkling or
by setting it in waterd Allow all excesa water to drain fibm flat.

4% Pour vermiculite on soil.to a SO depth and evol it. When using email
seeds use lets vermiculiVe. Gently wet the vermiculite using a sprayer.
Using a AP wide strip of wOod mak depression 1/8" to Yee deep,in the

. moist vermiculite. The 'depressions should be 'about two inches apart and\
are the rows or drilla into which the seed is to:be sown.

)

r
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Treat the seed with protective
placing.an amourit,equivalent to'arma

167

gicide duch as ther* or copton by
chhead into US* seed envelope.

Ballon the envolopie and shake it vigoroudly to dust achseed. Do not
treat already treated seeds second time.

40

6. Sow seeds thinly and uniformly along the .drills. Tip the rNelope with your
forefinger.to rpll out the'seeds ea you move the nvelope along the drill.
.SmalLeeedd may'.be brodcast over the qntire sc...fece of the flat rather.
than in drills. Cover with wet newspaper, plastic film or glass.
Remove cover as germination occurs. -

7. Cover seeds with a thin layer of vermiculite except small seeds as noted
above. Moisten with a fine spray. A light dusting with 5 percent CAptan
is advised. Place the flat ilh4 draft free room'or greenhouse.
in a enmi ahaded location.

8. Water only *a necessary. Check moisture twice day. .Alioply water gently.

17-7-1
9. Move the flat to cooler location (55011. night, 65.75° F-dgy) whog

germination occurs to prevent spindly growt#. Choose well ventilated
spot in full sunlight,

10. Transplant.seedlings as moon as th.vare big enough trhandle conveniently. ,

Ibis is usyally when the first'trus leaves appear. Aever let the seedlings
become overgrown before "pricking off" (transplanting into pots, bands,
or flats).

(

.10

t 1 1
Note: Should damping o f occur try to arrest it by a prompt and .

thorough fungicide drench. Use 1 tablespoon ofCaptpvl per
gallon of water.

1761

t.

5.
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dhapter Title: Ch/rter 11 Bedding Plants

ACTIVITY FcliM

a

INTRODUCTfON:
YOu have been employed part time'by a greenhciu.Se and garden.c'enter owner. So far this year you have cleaned in the green-house, mixed potting soil, watered. seedlings, and have done oddjobs wherever0needed, but you have been able to get only 15 hoqrsof work per week.
Last week youasked the manager if he could give you morehours. Me said that for the next eight weeks the,gard011 oenterwIll htled,additional help on the weekend and you aould w)rk anaddltional 16 hours if you.want. .

Thl:additional houys will involve carrying out-arders,keeping,items stocked, marking prices, -selling to the cuitomerS,end answering their questiohs.
You decide to take the.job.

PROBLEMS:

'1. -Your first-customer wants a short, blue flowered plant thntwill grow wellAln the sUn. - You woald recommend.a. ageretum
b. coleus

*c. gypsophila.
d. zinnia

,

A-

,
.

. - .
,A plant to recommend to this customer.for. dried-flowers would be--a, begonia

.
, b. geranium 4

c. strawflower
..

,
, d, impatiens .

4.
,

.

s -. -An excellent plantlor multicOlored hanging baslets would be_a. snapdragon
b. cockscomb :

411t,. ,c. baby's breaih
,

Ad. Detudia 'r 4 '. s4Ji

. 4. )A plant tO recommend tfiiio,a trellis would be--- a. coleus.
.

'
b. ,marigold
c. morning glory-

, d.1 rose moss

A plant .to recommend for but flowers would be....a.. impatiens
- b. 'Tatunia

.

pc. maiigold
d.- snapdragon

\ .1
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6. A plrwl that would bloom in fall nnd w)uli not hnve to be
pinnted ench year would be--

a. geranium
b. chrysardhemum
c. alyssum
d. aster

7. A grandmother And her grandson ask for asmall, ensy.to prow,
brightly flowered, long- lnstinp plant that will tolerntb full
sun. You would recommend--

a. dwnrf.marigold
b. dwarf baby's brenth
C. poppy
d. none .of these

8. A customer comes to yoU with--
3 paCks or ageratum @ 8qo each
packs6.of.mripolds @ 79e each

4 geraniums @41.19 ench
2 bags of arganid pent @ $1.80 each on sale at 20 f off.

The bill for these items would be--(Tnx is 50X 4
a. $12.61
b. $11.89
c. $12.48
A. $1.1..24

9. The cu4tomer gives you A $20 bill. Now much chs,pge would
you return to hie,

a. $ 7.39
b. $ 8;11
c. $ 7.52
d. $ 6:76

10. If the qustomer wie you a $28 check tor the items, the
be--

a; $15.39
zi

, b. $1.11 .

c.
d. $14,76

\.

.
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ACT IV 'FOR M ANSWER SHEET

A. veretum

C. st rawfl wer .

3. D.. petunia

4. C. mornini lory
5. -D. snard ragon

6 B. chrysanthemum

7. A. dwirf marigold
8. C. $l?.14.8
CJ c $7.52
O. C. $15.52

I

a

.*

004

I.

t.

18i

_.1
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1. a) Xerox prInte can be made of the bedding planta commonly grown in the midwe:A.
Xerox printa can ge given to etudenta to identify.

skz

b). Photographs clipped from seeecataloguoie can be compiled into a clesaroom
catalogue op classroom bulletin board dieplay or

c) 2 x 2 slide sets can be used to leaen identification.

d) Make a collection of beddling plant seed packets for a claserodm scrapbook
or bulleti6 board.

2. Plant 3or tomato-seeds in each of two small'pote. Place one pot the
greenhouse in, a sunny spot. Place the second pot pn a table in your clessroom
neer,a window. Take good care df both pots of plants. Examine them for 5 or
6 weeks making notes of their appearance At the end of each week.

=3. Plant or 4 tomato' seide in each Of two pots. Place both pots In the green-
house in a sunny location. Aftev,the plants come up water orkpot °nay when,
needed. Water the second Oot constantly so that the soil is always wet.
Examine....

4. Plant 3 or 4 tomato seeds .in each of two pots.. For:the growing media in one
pot use pure sand. For the growing iledia in the eecond Use a standard soil
mix. 'Examine

A.

v

,41.1

4
S.
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4apter Title Beddinp Plants

BEDDING PLAiVr#CROSSWaND CLUEN

Down Acrost

1. Full sun..
Edgin, plant
Flosrflowr

2. Colorful
Edgine nlant
Pansy

4. Red,4pink, white
Pelargontie

6., Sun ot partial shade
Grown as a biennial
Pigatalis

7. Blooms-Sept. to frost
Perennial P'
Mum

O. Blooms early
Difficult to transplant ,

Papaver

,3. Filler flower for arranvements
Baby!s breath

5: Blooms all:summer
4"-6" tall
Sweet alySsum

8. Reseeds by itself
Edging plant
Rose moss

9. No insect nroblems
6."-48" tall
Tagete's

11. Bulbs or rhiromes
Hq.ght to 10"
Suh or rartial shade

12.,Popular corsage flower
Popular in arrange-nents
Dienhus family

16 ide y used annual
Singles; doubles, bi-colors
Bed, -baskets, flower boxes.

Partial to full iund'
[Med for its fciliage shane and
colors

15i Makes an atiectlye house plant

13. Fragran lowers after dark
181$-24' tall.
FloWering tobacco

, 14. Excellent dried flovers
Sttawflowers

ft

24"-36" -tall
Spiderflover

31.

a

IP. Plume or crested ,

ExCellent dried flower'
Cockscomb

19. Vei'y fragrant fters
61'1.18" tall
Also called pinks.

20. Blocillts midsummer to Tall
10-36" tall
Cpne tlowee

,
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BEDDING PLANT. CROSSWORD
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UNHEALTHY
totAKALIN-y RANTS ,APpEAR
SPINpLy AMA ,VEAK,EiR
LEAVGS 412g PALE. eugLep,
DAMAGrED LEAVES oR PVIDENG
OP-AoLD -rNDI<PNrES A

PkoeLE iv\

A .

NEALrily PLA was hrefAR
Snap)! NPvsNy Thrrit'w
LEMigs diRe
Nit<
Cralild#
ONCOCSO;FIzEe oF
DA mhcr bi§tokED
STimS. 00C LEAP
.14OLDS

Ik 1.
186

.
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APPENDIX G,

List of Grain Elevatoris and Meat Processors Interviewed

4.

41.
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COUNTRY GRAIN ELEVATORS INTERVIEWED

AND PERSONS CONTACTED

-REGION I:,-

Central Commodities Ltd.
-Gary Huls-tedt, Manager
1140 West Locust Street

Illinoi1 61008

, Large Single

Henry Service Co.
. Sma.11 Mitt\iple

Maurtte Martin, General Manager
101 N. East Street
Cambridge, Illinois 61238

Hillsdale Co- p Elevator Co.
Bill G. Matley Manager
P. 0. 265
Hillsdale, I inots /461257

Lee F.S.,'Inc. (Mail Amboy)
Judy Boyle, Assistant Managei
P. O. 46
Lee Center, Illinois 6133\1

111.

REGION II:

Eminence 'Grain & Coal cb.,
Betty Kildred,Secretary
RIUral- Route 1
Atlanta", Illinois 61723

Farmers Grain Comparty
Verome.T: Rowe \
Chestnut, Illinois 62518,

Musselman.Building &'Graid, Inc,
Ralph Girard, Manager
Toulon, Illinois 61483

Nk- -
Woodson'Farmerstlevatv Co.
Paul Sheehan, Manager

,Woodson, Illinois 62695

(

Aedium Single

Large - Multiple

Medium - Single

Large - Multiple

Small - Single

Medium - MUltiple
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REGION III:

The Bement Grain Co-.
Richard Thomds, Manager
400,.E. Bodman
.Beiento, 1813

Effingham ----Clay Service Co.
Dave 'Hunt
410 S. Willow
Effingham, Illinois t24Q1

Moweaqua Farmers 01:0 :.Grain Co.

James W. Shaw, Manager
129 W. Main
Moweaqua, Illinois -6255-0

Mk.

Large - Single

Medium Multiple

Large Single

Oblong Grain & Fed Co. T

Medium :- Single '
Russe,l1 Murrell,- Manager
314 S. Range
Oblong, IllinOis 62449

C.

T & D Gain & Feed
Kenneth Tipsword, Manager
Beecher City, ,Illinois 62414

REGION IV:

Okawville Farmers Elevator Co.
Wallacp J. Klingenberg,
Okawviale,-Illihois 62271

S.

Small - Single '

Me'cli4m - Multicole

Twin Country Seririce Co. Small Mu1t1Ole
Highlander, General Manager

14P. O. Draw N
/ Maritin, Pllipois 62959.

Washingt'On County .Service Co. Large - Multiple
Joe Povolis Manageraw
'North Mil Street
Nashville linois 62263

-

Sc

t
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MEAT PROCESSORS INTERVIEWED,'

AND PERSONS CONTACTED

Eagle Store
Owen Kuhse - manager
Crestwood Shopping Center
Freeporir, IL

Secondary

Eickman Processing Primary
Merlin Eickman - owner.
Seward,. IL

Highlander - Secondary
Doug Hershey- manager
3710 North Main
Rockford, IL.

Kayser's Processing .

WilUe Kaysesr- owner
CR.# 1 Box 1-
Lena, IL 6104

Kroger
Jim Macgrill

Sunnyland Shopping Plaza
Peoria, IL

4

Kroger .

John Hoag- Supervisor
Brentwood Viloiage
Decatur, IL

Rockes Meating Haus
Wes Lannert-- mAnoger
226 West Adams
Morton, IL 61550 *-

a

West Meat Center
Harbld West - owner
Washington; IL,

Region III
4.

COuntry Fair Eisner S.pre
John'Steele
301' E. Wilbur Heights Road
Champaign,,,IL

rt.

Primary

Secondary

Secondary

r

Primary

Secondary

SecOndary
.

1'

3
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Gifford Lock& and Market
Bob Glazik - owner
P.O. 65
Gifford, IL

Hoopston Food Locker
Mrs. Mann - owner
210 East Penn Street
Hoopston, IL 60942

:Primary:

Primary

Richat.d's Food Store Secondary
Geene Osterbur - manager
Market Street Mall
Champaigp, IL

Region IV

Kents IGA
Verlan Hibbs - manager
2305 Mest Monroe
Springfield-,...I6 62704

Kroger Secondary
Herman Best manager
3econd and South Grand
Springfield, IL 62704

_

Secondary *,

.

Oscar Mayer Primary

Beardstown, IL

Y - f Packing: Primari,

Joe Trasky owner
R.R.# 5 Tainter lane
Springfield , IL .62707

Regioh,V

. National Food Store Secondary.
.

Dave Pencak= mauager
West Main Streerr
Carbondale,"IL 62901

.Pierson's Processing and SlaUghtering Primary
Randall Pierson owner
Route 4
Murphysboro, IL, 62966

19i

6

I,
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.Schuber's ButCher Shop
Aarry Schubert owner
Millstadt, IL

Shapland,:
-Joe'Hoelscher manager
1000 South Illinois St_

-Belleville, IL 62221

.r

. 4.

7

1.81

I.

Pr fn y

Secondary

LA

4

,

;.

1%

d.
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